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TlHIS issue of the Outlook is the first to be sent to a very important group of altunni who have not pre-
viously received it. The group consists of 
former staff members (where an address 
is held) and their inclusion on the maUing 
Ust follows considerable work on the da-
tabase. An attempt has been made to avoid 
duplication where a person is or has been 
both a student and a member of staff. 
So I welcome these new readers and, 
together with the graduates who already 
receive it, ask for your feedback on the 
magazine and your response if you have 
received more than two copies! Your help 
in telling us if you change your address, 
and in updating addresses for any of your 
peers or colleagues, is appreciated. 
As we close for press the October 
graduation days are almost on us. On 
October 11 the Governor-General, His 
Excellency the Hon. BiU Hayden AC, has 
been invited to deliver the Occasional 
Address at the Arts and Engineering cer-
emony before performing another 
important task: the official opening of 
BuUding 40 which houses the new Uni-
versity Theafre as well as the Faculties of 
Commerce and Law. 
I 
On the same day a gala performance in 
the new theatre wiU celebrate this official 
opening - see page 21 for details. 
The face of the campus is continually 
changing as several other new buildings 
are completed. These are the Science 
BuUding, the multi-storey car park and 
the extension to the Union, Stage III of the 
lUawarra Technology Centre and more 
residential accommodation (115 places) at 
Campus East. A new pond, featuring a 
rockpool and waterfall, is another 
attractive addition to the campus. 
This extensive construction work is all 
being carried out using expertise from local 
lUawarra companies, from the architects 
to the confractors and builders. 
A further major capital works project has 
recently received a guarantee of $13m from 
FACULTY REUNIONS 
Attention all alunnni from the 
Faculties of Engineering and Commerce 
You're invited to return to campus for alumni receptions 
Engineering Alumni - Tuesday November 26 
Further detaUs avaUable from JuUet Richardson, Alumni Officer, tel: (042) 21 3249 
Commerce Alunmi - late November 
Further details available from Mfranda Baker, Faculty Officer, tel: (042) 21 3380 
WHY NOT COME ALONG AND MEET OLD FRIENDS! 
the federal government and tenders are 
now being caUed. This wUl be known as 
the Keira View Building and wiU stand on 
the western end of the campus, where the 
Greenery and demountables are currently 
located. The Faculties of Education and 
Law wUl be housed there, as well as some 
common teaching areas and recreational 
faciUties. The building wUl incorporate a 
moot court for the Law Faculty. 
If you haven't visited the campus recently 
you wUl be surprised at the developments 
taking place. Come and have a look for 
yourself... 
Meanwhile, the Alumni Office has been 
organising various reunions. The first re-
ception for alunmi in Hong Kong was held 
on August 29 and this atfracted nearly 
half of the graduates who could be con-
tacted. A report appears on page 15. 
In early October the Vice-ChanceUor wiU 
host a meeting of Victorian alumni in 
Melbourne. One of our graduates, Michael 
Halls, who is Regisfrar of the Victorian 
University of Technology, Footscray 
Campus, has supported this initiative; the 
function is being held at his institution. 
In mid-November a cocktaU reception to 
be held in the University Union is planned 
for alumni from the Faculty of Engineer-
ing. It is hoped that a further reception for 
alumni from the Faculty of Commerce wiU 
be held towards the end of November 
(see box this page). 
Invitations wiU be sent to alumni from 
these faculties for whom current addresses 
are held. I would appreciate your help in 
passing on the word to friends whose 
address we may not have. 
FinaUy, a reunion for former residents of 
International House wUl be held from 17-
19 January 1992. This promises to be a 
great weekend (see page 23). 
Many readers will therefore have an 
opportunity to return to the campus 
during coming weeks. We look forward 
to seeing you and hope you will become 
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The Aboriginal Education Unit: seated, from left, Dr Arthur Smith, Anne De Haas, Russell Gluck and 
Carol Speechley; standing Bill Harrison and Yvonne De Vries 
ABORIGINAL 
GRADUATE 
Carol found the Unit to be 
very supportive, and she in 
turn was able to help other 
students. Her studies were 
very demanding but, she says, 
'having other Koori students 
around going through the same 
things really 
ACHIEVEMENTS — " 
F ' O R the first time in my life I feel genuinely proud of myself.' These were the first words by Carol 
Speechley after she received her Bachelor 
of Arts degree from the University in May 
1991. As someone who left school early, 
Carol never imagined that she would one 
day study at university, let alone gradu-
ate with a degree. 
Carol's break came when she worked on a 
project for schools making resources about 
South Coast Aboriginal history. This 
brought her into the University environ-
ment and she later decided to become a 
student. By this time the Aboriginal Edu-
cation Unit (AEU) had been set up and 
Carol became its coiira\unity Uaison officer 
while studying part-time. 
just one of many 
A b o r i g i n a l 
students at the 
University who have found the support 
offered by the AEU to be invaluable. She 
is still employed by the Unit and, together 
with her colleagues pictured above, con-
tinues to offer assistance to Aboriginal 
students on campus. 
The Aboriginal Education Unit was estab-
lished in 1984 to provide support and 
study faculties for Aboriginal and Torres 
Sfrait Islander students. This resulted from 
the University's policy of encouraging en-
rolment by these groups who may not 
have had an opportunity to complete 
formal schooling. Each year in December 
the Unit runs an Alternative Admissions 
and Orientation Program aimed at both 
school leavers and mature-age Aboriginal 
people. Recently this has been combined 
with a 'Culture Camp' which emphasises 
Aboriginal foundations for learning, com-
munication, team building and personal 
development. 
Unit staff are also involved in a secondary 
schools visits program. Set up through 
contact with Aboriginal communities and 
organisations, these visits are aimed at 
disseminating information, encouraging 
Aboriginal students to achieve their 
Higher School Certificate, and raising 
levels of awareness generally about 
courses that are available at the Univer-
sity of Wollongong. 
Since the establishment of the Unit, there 
has been a steady increase in the number 
of Aboriginal and Torres Sfrait Islander 
students enroUing in courses, both under-
graduate and postgraduate. 
The AEU is also involved in teaching pro-
grams, particularly with the Faculties of 
Education, Arts and Law, and conducts 
information sessions for various commu-
nity groups both within and outside the 
University. These include sessions for 
international s tudents enrolled in 
Foundation Studies with the lUawarra 
Technology Corporation. 
For such purposes the AEU provides an 
extensive resource collection which is ac-
cessible to borrowers. Research in various 
areas relevant to Aboriginal issues is be-
ginning to play a more significant role in 
the Unif s operations and strong interde-
pendent links have been established 
between the AEU and regional Aborigi-
nal communities. 
Profiles of some Aboriginal graduates 
from the University of Wollongong 
Nerida Blair 
MA(Hons) 1991 
N INE years of toU paid off for Nerida Blair when she was awarded her 
Master of Arts (Honours) in May this year. 
Previously a graduate teacher in Victoria, 
Nerida has worked in many positions 
ranging from school teacher to the Coor-
dinator of the Aboriginal Education Unit 
at Macarthur Institute of Higher Educa-
tion, MUperra Campus (now part of the 
University of Western Sydney). Nerida has 
also held a position vsith the Department 
of Foreign Affairs in Canberra. 
;Gr#^#ief'>^^to&i^.; 
Currently Nerida is employed as a policy 
adviser to the Human Rights Commis-
sion in Sydney, advising Aboriginal and 
Torres Sfrait Islander people about the role 
of the Commission and how it responds 
to complaints by individuals or groups on 
breaches of human rights. 
Education without a doubt is the key to 
success, says Nerida, who would like to 
pursue studies in Law in order better to 
understand the legal implications regard-
ing various cases handled by the 
Commission. 
Ken Wright 
DipTeach 1980, BEd 1989 
KEN WRIGHT graduated in 1989 majoring in Physical and Health 
Education, having previously completed 
a Diploma in Teaching in 1980. Between 
1980 and 1984 he was employed as a PE 
teacher and sports organiser at Glenfield 
Park, a school for behaviouraUy disordered 
children. 
. i f - •;.*„.•.—..w ^ 4 ^ ' 
While at this school Ken instigated an 
Activities Day ('fun day') which involved 
over 1,000 mentally, physically and 
behaviouraUy disordered participants 
from the entfre Liverpool region, ranging 
in age from five to sixteen years. This 
program stUl exists, although on a much 
smaller scale. 
Ken has maintained contact with the 
University through his links with the 
University Rugby Club, acting as secretary, 
coach and player. He became a life 
member of the Club in 1986. 
Ken is currently employed as a PE teacher 
at BuUi High School. He believes that 
obtaining a diploma and a degree has 
enabled him to apply for a variety of posi-
tions in the education area for which he 
would not otherwise have been qualified. 
Trevor Maher 
BA1981 
AN ARTS degree majoring in L economics obtained in 1981, together 
with broad work experience have stood 
Trevor Maher in good stead to continue 
his interest in Aboriginal Economic 
Development both nationally and inter-
nationally. 
Trevor is Manager of the Aboriginal Busi-
ness, Technology, Training and Consultancy 
Cenfre which is based on campus in the 
UlawarraTechnology Cenfre. 
He works in an envfronment where he 
not only develops programs for Aborigi-
nal and Torres Sfrait Islander people, but 
also undertakes to tender for research 
consultancy projects relevant to Aborigi-
nal and Torres Strait Islander people. 
Trevor is also continuing his own educa-
tion and is presently enroUed in the Master 
of Economics program at the University. 
Terry Wright 
BEd 1987, MEd 1991 
S INCE graduating writh a degree in Physical and Health Education in 1987 
Terry Wright has directed his efforts 
towards Aboriginal Education. In 1987 
Terry became an Aboriginal Project Officer 
at Cumberland CoUege of Health Sciences 
(now part of the University of Sydney). 
Later the same year he became an 
Aboriginal Liaison Officer at the Nepean 
CAE (now part of the University of 
Western Sydney). 
In 1988 Terry and his wife, a primary 
school teacher, became 'houseparents' at 
the Kormilda College in the Northern 
Territory. In 1989 Terry returned to NSW 
to become the Coordinator of Wamarra 
Aboriginal Educafion Centre at Charles 
Sturt University (Mitchell) in Bathurst. In 
1991 Terry is still involved in Aboriginal 
Education, working now as an Executive 
Officer with the New South Wales 
Aboriginal Education Consultative Group. 
During his student days at the University 
of Wollongong Terry also organised the 
first ever National Aboriginal Student 
Conference held in Sydney, a program of 
huge proportions and considered to be a 
fremendous success, atfracting participants 
from aU over Ausfralia. 1991 has been a 
significant year for Terry in that he was 
awarded his Master of Education degree 
in Policy Studies. 
continues on page 7 
Pushing back his imfi0otmdaries 
BARRY CONYNGHAM fS; a Zi! 
FOR THE ABC's 50th anniversary the Sydney Symphony Orchesfra commissioned Barry Conyngham's 
double concerto, Southern Cross. For the 
60th anniversary next year he is v^nriting 
Decades, an autobiographical symphony. 
Both compositions are likely to have a huge 
impact on Conyngham's career, national and 




tralia and Paris. 
Now, to his deUght, 
the London Sym-
phony Orchestra 
has chosen to 
record it together 
with his piano con-
certo. Monuments, 
as part of a series of 
o n e - c o m p o s e r 
recordings. 
The LSO record-




Tamas Ungar on 
piano and Robert 
Davidovici on vio-
lin, has a world 
release later this 
year and, if initial 
mixings are any-
thing to go by, 
should clinch 




self can hardly 
contain his excite-
ment. 'When they 
(LSO) sight-read it 
for the first play-
through it was the 
best I'd ever heard 
it. The sound was 
exfraordinary.' 
There is already 
great interest in 
C o n y n g h a m ' s 
work abroad and a 
recording of this 
magnitude wUl be 
an impressive calling card for Europe and 
America. For the past 20 years, the anu-
able, prolific composer has consciously 
sought to write with what he calls 'an 
Ausfralian accenf. 
The major part of his repertoire has taken 
its inspfration directly from the Ausfral-
ian landscape, the culmination of which is 
probably Vast, the monumental score 
wTitten for Graeme Murphy's Bicentermial 
ballet, which evoked Australia in aU its 
rich, idiosyncratic and diverse beauty. 
Conyngham's latest composition Decades, 
however, moves away from the landscape 
as creative trigger to more urban, human-
istic concerns, and if successful wiU almost 
certainly signal the beginning of a new 
phase of work. 
It seems ironic that he should now be 
turning his sights to the city, for here we 
are talking in the very shadow of the eerily 
beautiful escarpment that towers over 
Wollongong and its university, where 
Conyngham is Professor and Head of the 
School of Creative Arts. 
Conyngham and his family live half-way 
up the escarpment, ocean and beaches 
immediately below at the front, a steep 
cliff face covered by dense rain-forest out 
the back. But despite his stunning sur-
roundings, Conyngham now feels the 
need to 'burst out and abandon all this 
landscape and physical stimulus' for 
something rather more Proustian. 
'One of the things that hasn't happened in 
Australian music ' , he says, 'is an 
addressing of the business of being a 
person, an individual within the 
Ausfralian landscape. There has been a 
concentration on the environment rather 
than on the people who populate it. And 
lef s face it, no matter how well you do it, 
if you are going to write about the land-
scape, you are really treading ground that 
Sculthorpe has made his own.' 
Decades is about the 1960s and more 
specifically about Conyngham's personal 
experience of the sixties. It will have a 
friple layered focus: Conyngham, Aus-
fralia and the world beyond, a multiplicity 
which he aims to capture in the music 
with aU three happening simultaneously. 
It is certainly a rich period to choose, 
politically and socially, as well as being an 
extraordinary period in Conyngham's 
own life. It was during the 1960s that a 
Bartok concert changed his life redirecting 
his ambitions from law to music; during 
the sixties that he met his two mentors, 
composers Peter Sculthorpe and Torn 
Takemitsu; and during the 60s that he went 
to Japan to study with Takemitsu. 
But although Conyngham's inspiration 
may be changing, and his music with it, 
he stiU remains 'aggressively Ausfralian 
^mlap#^|irfi|p|^i 
and increasingly unequivocal about it.' He 
is committed to living here and is 
thoroughly enjoying life in Wollongong. 
He has always thrived on an intercourse 
with other artists - 'writing music is such 
a lonely activity' - and finds he has more 
than enough energy and enthusiasm to 
compose in the morning and then head 
for the University where he puts in another 
six hours or so each day. 
He has certainly created a hive of activity 
at the School of Creative Arts where visual 
arts exhibitions fill the corridors and music 
seeps from studios. A new theatre was 
opened on October 11 with a gala pro-
gram featuring professional performers 
such as singer Geraldine Turner, and 
Graeme Murphy and Janet Vernon from 
the Sydney Dance Company. 
His prevailing philosophy - and Conyng-
ham certainly practises what he preaches 
- is that art is both deeply personal and 
universal. Students of the School are 
encouraged to cross disciplines. The one 
compulsory class is the History of Art 
which is taken by everyone whether they 
are studying drama, writing, visual arts 
or music. (Conyngham is keen to add a 
dance component and is working on the 
notion with Graeme Murphy). Students 
major in their chosen fields but choose 
from across the board for their other elec-
tives. Thus a drama student may also be 
studying travel writing and ceramics. 
Conyngham is convinced that having 
practising artists as teachers raises the 
creative stakes still higher. His staff 
includes sculptor Bert Elugelman, com-
poser Andrew Schultz, designer Jack 
Senczuk and writer John Scott among 
other talented artists. 
'I reaUy feel that I myself have learned to 
do things musicaUy by associating wdth 
choreographers and designers', says 
Conyngham, 'so at the simpUstic level the 
aim (of the inter-discipUnary approach) is 
the broadening of horizons and the in-
creasing of possibiUties. Art today is about 
a wonderful process of cormecting an in-
dividual vision with the universal. You 
have your genetic imprint but you are also 
part of a species. Human beings need art 
because in art nothing is forbidden. The 
imagination is without boundaries.' 
Conyngham too is pushing back the 
boundaries of his own work. By the ABC's 
70th anniversary who knows what new 
terrain he could be crossing. 
Based on an article by fo Litson which ap-
peared in The Weekend Ausfralian on 6-7 
fulyl991. 
Aboriginal graduates 
from page 5 
Ian Perdrisat 
DipTeach 1982 
ASTRONG commitment to overcom-ing obstacles is a characteristic that 
Ian Perdrisat has maintained throughout 
his Ufe. In his work, his academic pur-
suits, and his involvement in the 
Aboriginal community he has constantly 
displayed determination. After graduat-
ing with a Diploma in Physical and Health 
Education from the University of WoUon-
gong in 1982, Ian taught PE and became 
increasingly involved with Aboriginal 
Education. He has also been an Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Officer and an 
Education Officer for the Department of 
School Education. Upon completing his 
Bachelor of Physical and Health Educa-
tion at the University of Western Australia 
Ian secured a position as the Head of the-
Aboriginal Education Unit at the 
Macarthur Institute of Higher Education 
at MUperra (now part of the University of 
Western Sydney). 
Since starting his Master of Education de-
gree at Sydney University Ian has moved 
to Broome, WA, where he is employed as 
a Divisional Coordinator for the Authority 
for Intellectually Handicapped Persons. 
Anne Louis 
BA 1985 
ANNE LOUIS (nee Windley) obtained .her BA majoring in psychology in 
1985. Anne worked in the Aboriginal 
Education Unit at the University of Wol-
longong as a student tutor for two years, 
which involved counseUing, recruitment 
work and careers guidance for prospec-
tive students. A one-year position with the 
Commonwealth Department of Education 
again saw Anne tutoring uruversity stu-
dents and also organising workshops and 
training for staff. She says her degree has 
been an invaluable asset in her present 
position as a counsellor with TAFE in 
Gunnedah, a position which she has now 
held for three years. 
Anne often reflects on the early days prior 
to the Aboriginal Education Uiuf s estab-
Ushment on campus, when the Aboriginal 
profile was not visible. In fact at that time 
she was possibly the only Aboriginal fe-
male to be enroUed. 
Anne is currently completing her Master 
of Arts (Honours) in AppUed Psychology 
at the University of Wollongong. 
Herbarium for Department of Biology 
From the la te Jane t Cosh 
MAJOR BEQUEST 
T O STIMULATE 
BOTANICAL STUDIES 
THE University of WoUongong has received a generous legacy from the estate of the late Miss Janet Cosh, a 
resident of the Southern Highlands. Bom at 
Ashfield in Sydney's inner west in April 
1901, Janet was the orUy child of Dr John 
Cosh and his wife, Louise, nee Calvert. Dr 
Cosh was a weU known medical practi-
tioner, highly regarded by his patients, 
and Mrs Cosh was the only child of Louisa 
Calvert, better known as Louisa Atkin-
son, artist, botanist and writer. Her book 
Gertrude the Emigrant (1857) was the first 
novel published in this country by an 
Ausfralian born woman vmter. 
Janef s parents were widely read and per-
haps as a result she herself learned to read 
when she was very smaU. She attended 
Normanhurst School for Girls but since 
she was considered delicate as a child she 
did not mafriculate. Her father thought 
that the study of mathematics 'would lead 
to overwork'. However, she did go on to 
study EngUsh, History and Classics at the 
University of Sydney and in about 1922 
Janet returned to Normanhurst School 
where she taught English and Classics for 
a number of years. 
In the mid 1930s her father retfred and the 
family went to Uve at Moss Vale. Janet 
took up golf at which she became profi-
Janet Cosh. Picture courtesy of the Berrima and 
District Historical Society 
cient and for many years she was actively 
involved with the Cenfral Southern Golf 
Association. 
Janet was always interested in local history 
and studied the old newspaper articles 
written by her grandmother (of which her 
mother had copies). She also read the book 
on agriculture in New South Wales writ-
ten by her great grandfather, James 
Atkinson, and set out to find the routes 
and features he described. 
A display on the life of Janet Cosh, including 
some items from her herbarium 
collection, can be view^ed at the Pilots Cottage, 
Blowhole Point, Kiama. 
The display is open daily (except Tuesday) 
between 11am and 3pm 
until December. 
After reading about the journey of Dr 
Charles Throsby from the Tablelands to 
Jervis Bay in 1819, Janet obtained a copy of 
his Journal from the Mitchell Library and 
deduced that he had not reached Kangaroo 
Valley by Barrengarry (as popularly 
assumed) but by the Meryla Mountain 
Pass. 
In Sydney Janet had attended lectures of 
the Royal Australian Historical Society 
with her mother, and she joined the 
National Trust some time after its forma-
tion in 1947. During her Ufe she acquired 
an enormous knowledge of local history 
and built up an extensive personal library 
of history, the contents of which were aU 
carefully documented. 
Janet welcomed the formation of the 
National Parks and WUdUfe Service in the 
late 1960s, and it was at this later stage in 
her life that she set out to study botany. 
This she did with her usual approach, 
methodical and thorough, gradually 
acquiring books until she had formed an 
exceUent collection. 
She obtained a coUectofs licence, dissected 
and studied plants under a microscope, 
made drawings and sometimes sent 
specimens to the Sydney Herbarium for 
identification. She learned how to dry and 
press specimens for a herbarium and 
formed her own, with aU the contents 
arranged correctly in families. 
It is this herbarium which Janet Cosh has 
left to the Department of Biology at the 
University, together with all the other 
contents of her botanical workroom: the 
furniture, library, drawings (including 
water colour paintings), maps and note-
books (with records of plants and their 
whereabouts over some 20 years). The 
herbarium alone comprises a collection of 
over 1,000 plant specimens and several of 
the books are rare and valuable. Her 
bequest also includes significant funds to 
support the study of botany. 
The Biology Department already has 
several donated plant collections as a basis 
of a herbarium and, with the addition of 
Janef s material, a very comprehensive 
coUection of specimens from the lUawarra 
and Southern Highlands has been brought 
together. The entire coUection has been 
renamed the fanet Cosh Herbarium. 
This reference coUection of plants wiU be 
used to provide an identification service 
for the local region and also to faciUtate 
undergraduate teaching at the University 
and other institutions. 
It is intended to use the funds of over 
$250,000 from the bequest to provide stu-
dent scholarships and technical support 
for the Herbarium. This wUl ensure that 
Janet Cosh's desire to see education in 
botany more widely available in the lUa-
warra region will come to fruition. 
Janet Cosh died in October 1989. WeU 
educated and exfremely knowledgeable, 
she used her mind and her time so as to 
extend appreciation of the things she cared 
most about. The records she left in the 
field of botany will be an invaluable 
resource to future generations, and her 
generosity wUl always be appreciated. 
Exfracts of this article are based on an 
obituary by Rachael Roxburgh which ap-
peared in the Royal Ausfralian Historical 
Society magazine History in April 1990. 
Footnote: 
Although Janet Cosh herself never had a 
dfrect connection with the University of 
WoUongong, her friend Rachael Roxburgh, 
who shared her keen interest in botany, 
attended Dr Rob Whelan's ecology lec-
tures during the 1980s. As a result Dr 
Whelan came to be acquainted with Janet 
as weU as Rachael. Sadly, Miss Roxburgh 
died earlier this year, but it is highly prob-
able that her involvement with the 
University influenced Janet to make her 
generous bequest. 
A montage of some of the specimens and literature bequeathed to the University 
The University of Wollongong Foundation 
A new^ avenue for giving 
THE University has established a Foundation as its arm for seek-
ing major personal and corporate 
benefaction. The Foundation will 
work closely with the Friends of the 
University and the Alumni. Its 
endeavours will be directed 
primarily to raising funds in large 
units for major capital projects. 
Through these three organisations -
the Foundation, the Friends, and the 
Alvuimi - the University wall be very 
well positioned to develop relation-
ships with every available source of 
philanthropy, for the overaU good of 
the University. Wollongong is ahead 
of many of Australia's 37 tmiversities 
in this initiative, though some others 
now have a Foundation in place and 
many more are giving the matter seri-
ous thought. Our early start was 
important, as the task of recruiting the 
philanthropic dollar, particularly from 
the corporate sector in a time of reces-
sion, is not only challenging but highly 
competitive. 
The University has been fortunate to 
secure the services of prominent so-
licitor, Mr Harold Hanson, a Fellow 
of the University and a Director of 
the Friends of the University, as 
Chairman of its Establishment Com-
mittee. 
The Foundation's point of contact 
with the University executive is Pro 
Vice-Chancellor, Professor Lauchlan 
Chipman who, like Vice-ChanceUor 
Professor Ken McKinnon, is also a 
member of the Foundation in his 
personal capacity. A major feature 
on the Foundation is planned for a 
future Outlook. 
Graduate Profile 
IRENE AMOS, OAM 
MCA 1986, DCA1990 
WHEN in May last year musi-cian Clare Hansson saw the dancing coloxir of frene Amos' 
painting 'Revelation', its rhythms moved 
her to compose new music. And frene, a 
painter who has dedicated more than 30 
years to the encouragement of new art in 
AusfraUa, had inspfred yet another crea-
tive artist. 
Bom in Brisbane, Irene Amos began a 
career in business and accotmtancy but 
found she needed a creative outlet from 
her days of office work. At her husband's 
suggestion she began a part-time diploma 
in art course at the Cenfral Techiucal Col-
lege in Brisbane. Entering examinations 
and competitions intended for fuU-time 
students, she created a precedent in 1961 
by winning the four avaUable prizes for 
the year. 
Encouraged to continue her study of 
painting, Irene attended part-time courses 
at the University of New England Sum-
mer School painting workshops untU 1970, 
when she was asked to join the program 
as a tutor. She accepted and left the world 
of business for the creative sphere of art. 
In 1971, frene and her husband visited 35 
countries overseas, the first of many tours 
that gave her renewed inspfration and a 
chance to study at first hand painting 
fraditions throughout the world. However, 
although she had never thought of herself 
as 'AusfraUan', her fravels also brought 
the realisation that she wanted to Uve and 
work in her homeland, in particular 
Queensland. 
From her home base in Brisbane, Irene 
worked as a freelance tutor which gave 
her freedom to fravel and take part in 
exhibitions throughout the coimtry. It was 
during her continuing work at the 
Armidale Summer Schools that two 
lecturers from the University of WoUon-
gong School of Creative Arts found their 
way into her classes. 
1 was invited to be the inaugural painting 
tutor when the School formaUy became 
part of the University in 1982, and to join 
as a mature student the Master of Creative 
Arts degree course being initiated.' 
A long period of fravelling and Uving away 
from her Queensland home followed, 
frene spending several months of each year 
working in her Wollongong studio. But 
the effort proved worthwhUe - in 1986 
she was awarded the first Master of 
Creative Arts degree, on completion of a 
thesis and an exhibition at the University 
Long Gallery and the Town Gallery, 
Brisbane. 
Encouraged by the then Deputy Vice-
Chancellor, Professor Peter Rousch, to 
continues on page 12 
Revelation. Oil on canvas, 188 x 604cm. Submitted as part of Irene Amos' Doctorate of Creative Arts Graduate Exhibition 
held in the Queensland College of Art Gallery in September 1989 
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PHILLIP PEACE 
BComl983 
PHILLIP PEACE is a Wollongong University graduate who has become the new general manager 
of the lUawarra Regional Hospital. He is 
modest about his achievement and is more 
comfortable talking about his job than 
about himself. 
As general manager it is his responsibiUty 
to ensure the effective and efficient 
management of the hospital and much of 
his job involves communicating with all 
levels of staff. His main regret is that he 
does not have enough time to do more of 
this. He enjoys working with a diverse 
range of people, from the professionally 
trained medical specialists and nurses to 
the support staff. 
PhUlip began his academic career through 
TAFE. He had ambitions of going to 
University but when he left school the 
University of Wollongong was still a 
college of the University of New South 
Wales and he wanted to wait until 
WoUongong had a fully fledged uruver-
sity. He also had to save up to go to 
university because fees had not been abol-
ished at that stage. 
His first emplojanent in the health care 
system was at the WoUongong Hospital 
in 1975 as a frainee accountant and prior 
to his current appointment he was 
Executive Officer at the Port Kembla 
Hospital. 
He completed his accountancy course at 
TAFE in 1976 studying part-time and in 
1977 he commenced his Bachelor of Com-
merce degree at the new University of 
Wollongong. Phillip is now enrolled in 
the Master of Business Adminisfration but 
is finding it increasingly difficult to aUocate 
time to study becai:^e of his new work 
commitments. He has seen many changes 
at the University over the years, including 
increased student numbers, new faculties 
and new buildings, but it is, he says, just a 
reflection of the changes taldng place in 
Wollongong. Phillip has stayed in the re-
gion because he wanted to see positive 
changes and improvements to the serv-
ices that people in the area were receiving. 
With the recent amalgamation of WoUon-
gong Hospital and Port Kembla Hospital 
he believes that the management and 
services of the combined lUawarra 
Regional Hospital will be much more 
efficient and more able to meet the 
demands of the community. The amalga-
mation of the hospitals aims to develop 
the base for the region to become more 
self-sufficient. Instead of patients having 
to be referred to Sydney for freatment they 
can be freated in WoUongong. 
Another exciting change that vdll result 
from the amalgamation is the new 
management structure which vAR increase 
the involvement of the 'bedside' staff. This 
new structure is one of only a few in 
AusfraUa and is a new concept for hospi-
tal management. 
PhiUip beUeves that because we are Uving 
in a rapidly changing society we must 
adapt quickly to survive. The health 
service in the lUawarra has experienced 
enormous changes over the past decade 
but has learned to adapt to the changes 
and is now sfronger for those changes. 
Although PhiUip beUeves that the Hlawarra 
has a sfrong regional identity he would 
like to see this increase -with sfronger ties 
between the Uruversity and the health 
services. The lUawarra Area Health Service 
is determined to do this, PhiUip says. The 
new postgraduate course in health 
admirusfration v̂ iU help to bmld those ties. 
Another feature is that the hospital always 
takes a number of nursing graduates, 
depending on the avaUabiUty of positions. 
From his experiences working in the pub-
Uc health care system since 1975, PhiUip 
sfresses that the community must be more 
informed on the major issue facing the 
system now and in the future: matching 
an increasing demand for health services 
against limited resources. During the 1980s 
a problem became apparent: the commu-
nity wants more health services than we 
can afford. 
He notes that spending on health has been 
increasing dramatically over the past 
twenty years - last year in New South 
Wales $4.6 bUlion was spent on the State's 
health care system. The issue which PhiUip 
beUeves should now be widely discussed 
in the community is how should we in-
vest the dollars spent on health care to get 
the best possible health return for the peo-
ple of the lUawarra, New South Wales 
and AusfraUa. 
There are infiiute possibiUties in health 
care, but we cannot afford to have them 
aU now - so those working in the health 
care system, and the community as weU, 
must begin to discuss the priority of serv-
ices. PhUUp beUeves that the educational 
role of the University can play an impor-
tant part with the Area Health Service in 
fostering this discussion. 
Graduates' Grapevine Profiles 
Vien Le 
BMath/BE 1990 
A TEENAGER, knowing only a little about Ausfralian culture and unable 
to speak EngUsh, Vien Le and two of his 
brothers came to AusfraUa in 1982. 
As part of a Baptist Church program to 
help young Vietnamese migrate to better 
opportunities in Ausfralia, Vien and his 
brothers were given initial assistance and 
English lessons, living in the Sydney sub-
urb of Beverly Hills. But it soon became 
necessary for the smaU family to find their 
own feet, so Vien's older brother began 
working in a factory, to provide for him-
self and his siblings. 
Vien began Year 11 in September, as it 
was planned that he would first adapt to 
the AusfraUan school system, then repeat 
both senior years; but against his teacher's 
wishes Vien decided to continue straight 
on to Year 12. 
Added to difficulties with a language he 
was still learning, Vien's final year of high 
school was more trying than most. And 
even extensive EngUsh lessons did not 
prepare him for the slang of the Austral-
ian language. 'Even my teachers would 
say things I didn't understand - g'day or 
fair dinkum,' says Vien. 
Despite the difficulties, Vien was eager to 
continue his studies. He entered Wollon-
gong University unsure whether to pursue 
interests in Electrical or Computer Engi-
neering - so he decided on both. In addition 
to the workload of the combined degree, 
Vien had to support himself while at Uni-
versity, his casual jobs including labouring 
work on the paint line at BHP Port Kembla 
during the holiday breaks. 
On completion of his honours thesis, Vien 
was offered a position with NorTel through 
the Campus Interview Program. Initially 
he worked in Sydney, in the division of 
Marketing and Finances, but after a month 
he was moved back to WoUongong, to 
NorTel's research centre located in the U-
lawarra Technology Centre on campus. 
Vien was the first official employee of this 
new research cenfre. 
Vien is currently working as a researcher on 
the PABX telephone switchboard develop-
ment, as the computer systems employed 
are changing from IBM to Macintosh. 
Although Vien has completed two degrees 
he plans for further study, possibly in 
management areas related to his speciaUst 
field. But he has no plans to return to work 
in Vietnam. 'There is no environment for 
me to work there,' he adds. 
His advice to students who may be entering 
a new country... 1 don't know whether it 
would be good advice or not - but depend 
on yourself—and, to learn English, read.' 
Irene Amos 
from page 10 
continue her studies, she began work to-
wards a Doctor of Creative Arts, and in 
1990 Irene became the first woman to attain 
this degree in AusfraUa. 
Although Irene describes herself as a 
practical person - not an academic - her 
time in WoUongong gave her a new per-
spective on her approach to creativity. 
'The doctorate has been good for me in 
many ways. It helped break the cycle of 
working and exhibiting I had pushed my-
self into, but it also made me decide what 
my paintings were about. Now I am sim-
ply looking forward to painting.' 
As well as a career spanning 35 solo exhi-
bitions and countless workshops, tutoring 
and involvement vsdth other artists, Irene 
has also devoted much of her time and 
enthusiasm to the advancement of art in 
this country. 
In 1991 she was honoured with a life 
membership to the Queensland Art Gal-
lery Society and a Medal of the Order of 
Ausfralia for Arts Adminisfration, and is 
currently the Vice-President and purchas-
ing convenor of the Queensland Art GaUery 
Society. She has also been made a FeUow of 
the Royal Society of Arts (London). 
Irene's paintings and drawings have been 
referred to as 'symphonies of colour', 
exuberant and dynamic. She has no doubt 
that the colour and light of her absfract 
paintings stem from her being an Austral-
ian and a Queenslander. 
'I call it "mud crab and mango"', she says, 
'but, more seriously, the quest for colour 
is an inexhaustible journey and aU the time 
my appreciation of colour is being rein-
forced. The forms which I paint are 
biomorphic, Uving forms with a sfrong 
natural core.' 
Irene sums up her personal state of en-
lightenment: T thought I was alone on a 
self-questing path, but now realise every-
one is on it. I was in a hurry, now I'm nof. 
Some of the quotes above were taken from an inter-
view between Irene Amos and Craig Douglas at the 
Queensland College of Art on 6 July 1989. 
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'LOST' ALUMNI OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG 
Are you able to help us trace any of the alumni listed below? The list covers all degrees 
and goes back as far as graduates from the 1960s. In order to maintain contact with as 
many alumni as possible we are seeking your assistance. If you are in touch with any of 
the alumni listed, could you please ask them to contact the Alumni Officer, University 
of Wollongong, PO Box 1144, Wollongong NSW 2500 - Telephone: (042) 21 3249; 
Facsimile: (042) 21 3128. 
HELPING TO KEEP WOLLONGONG ALUMNI IN TOUCH 
PhD 
1969 
Jackson Grahame Leslie 
1970 
Ritchie Alistair Ian MaxweU 
1971 
Summons Roger Everett 
1973 
Charlton Willis Herbert 
Frier Robert David 
Johnson Keith Robert 
Kohn Erling 
Mckeegan Daniel James 
Player Roger Leo 
1974 
Symons Jeffery George 
1975 
Bennett NeU WilUam 
1976 
Gan Ignatius Eng Tho 
1977 
Cutler Terence Austin 
Mee John Ming Long 
Thanh Luong Chon 
1978 
Allen Barry John 
Das Jayanto 
Holland Anthony Mark 
Symes Colin Timothy 
1979 
Irving Juli 
Rowland Robyn Lea 
Whittlestone Stewart 
1980 
PuUin Christopher John 




Land John Allan 
Qureshi Zahid Hasan 
Salib Emil Habib 
Smith Gregory Charles 
1983 
Hutton Adrian ComeUus 
1984 
Brennan Philomena Susanne 
Maitra Subrata Kumar 
Mckerrow PhUlip John 
Ravin der Shashi Kala 
1985 
Cheah Yoo Chong 
Irwin Trevor 
Kapp WUliam Arthur 
1987 
Krishna Venkata Venni 
1988 
Cheesman David 
Perera Biyanvilage Sarath 
DCA 
1989 












Zaunbrecher Marie Aima 
1982 
Pollard David Andrew 
1983 
Sales Margaret LUian 
1987 
Dill Ross WiUiam 
Williams Lynette Frances 
1989 
Boua Chan thou 
ME (Hons) - Research 
1971 
Yang Thien Siung 
1977 
Thong Choong Wee Ambrose 
1978 
Mckerrow PhiUip John 
1983 
Lie Man Tung 
1986 





Dyos Malcolm Walter 
1965 
Barnes Thomas WilUam 
1968 
Cilks Arthur Joseph 
1970 
Edwards Robert Howard 
McCarthy Kevin John 
Nancarrow Peter Charles 
1971 









Halimah Liliani Fatima 
1977 




Leimg Joseph Shing Fung 
1982 
Holland Gary Stephen 















Smith Robert BrazU 
1985 
Nair Mohini Laurie 
Peny Carolyn Anne 
1986 
Hannell Susan Muriel 
1987 
Issa Soraya Sue 
1989 
Mintoff Joseph Gerald 
1990 
Walker Alexandra Joan 
MCom (Hons) 
1980 
Fliedner Gerald Ian 
ME (Hons) 
1968 
Locke Edward Francis 
Webb Sydney Richardson 
1969 
Issa Kanul Boutros 
1970 
Smith Desmond Charles 
1975 
Kaaden Alan Stuart 
1977 
Edgar Grahame John 
Thong Choong Wee Ambrose 
1973 
Benson Walter Martin 
1981 
Stewart Peter Francis 
Strasser Tony Dieter 
1982 
Findlater Martin Allan 
Leahy Geoffrey Kenneth 
Re)mold8 Roba-t John 
1983 







Munster Terence Robert 
Robinson Raymond Anthony 
1977 
Jones John James 
Leavy Linda Celeste 
1978 
Carter David Anthony 
1979 
Salvatore Alessandro Raffael 




Githira Peter Njuguna 
Hill Bevan Grsiham 
1985 




Wilson Peter WiUiam 
1989 
Creenaway Stanley Duncan 
MEd (Hons) 
1980 
Long Brian Patrick 
1982 
Aitken Robert MaxweU 
Burke Terence Richard 
1984 
Lam Rita Man Chee 
1987 
Men day Paul Thomas 
1988 
Holland Anthony Mark 
1990 






Atkinson Grciham Dean 
1983 
Yong Leonard Peng-Kin 
MShidEd 
1978 
Belsham Stephen Robert 
Besson David Augustus 
Collinson-Smith Graeme Trevor 
Robinson Geoffrey John 
1980 
Burke Terence Richard 
1981 
Hayward Aime Jean 
1982 




Menday Paul Thomas 
Wright Robyn Kay 
1986 
Cloak Gregory John 
Dawson Peter Joseph 
Grove Martin John 
Ke^an Leo Laurence 
1987 
Burke John Anthony 
Rowles Bruce John 
1988 
Avery Alan John 
MMgt 
1984 
Bergin Peter Bede 
Hanson Rodney Arnold 
Shoulder Steven 
Spencer Geoffrey WiUiam 
1985 
Chua Annie Swee Cheng 
Mirabito Raymond Robert 
1986 
Teng JcJc Un 
1987 
Hunt Grant Donald 
King Grant Alfred 
MComp 
1986 
Ang Alfredo Tan 
Arcilla Maria Asena 
MCA 
1988 








Lee Fook Sun 
MBus Admin 
1989 














Duggan Judith Kerry 
DipEd 
1975 
Coggan Eileen June 
1976 
Benjamin Kim 
Carvalho Marie Antionette 
Collins Robert AUen 
Cullen George Patrick 
Dean Eugene Patricia 
Evans Julie Ann 
Geoi;ge Linda 
Ison Stewart John 
Khammana Khene 
Kuip Gerard Jacob 
Monagle Francis Gerald 
Mostyn Peter Keith 
Oke Christine AUce 
Oloughlin Perpetua Mary 
Oppite Andrew 
Pegler Lindy Anne 
Perusco Sharon Lea 
Ramakrishna Kanaka 
Simpson Suzanne 
Sinclair Garry John 
Williams Merrie Ann 
Ashcroft Elizabeth Edith 
Benjamin Denis Ian 
Bezent Sally Ann 
Binns Keith Martin 
Blacket Murray Richard 
Bottcher Jennifer Margaret 
Carling Sylvia Anne 
Chapman Phillip James 
Crookham Rodney Thomas 
Davies Joaime Mary 
Dunkerley Judith Anne 
Rower Paul Raymond 
Gordon-Smith Katherine Keith 
Hoy Corinne 
Johnson Michelle Loren 
Langenegger Pauline Johanna 
Langenegger Peter Christopher 
Murray Hal Gregory 
Ryan Glendon James 
Scheul MarUyn Kay 
Sheedy Kcirin Erika 
Tarrant Michael Norman 
Tate Kenneth WiUiam 
Tatnell Ian Robert 
Woods Margaret Helen 
Woollett Philip John 
1978 
Armstrong Stephen John 
Bennett Ronald David 
Bull Pauline Ann 
Burden Glynis Evelyn 
Cairns Deborah 
Chapman Margaret Robyn 
Donaldson Debra Anne 
Fischer Bernhard Alfred 
Griffiths Katrina Marie 
Hall Peter Denis 
Hampson Kerry Ann Mary 
Harris Denise Joanne 
Kowalczyk Helena Anna 
Mackenzie Mark Alexander 
Nau Richard Michael 
Neil Karin Carol 
Paul Sandra Jacqueline 
Phelps Narissa Lynne 
Russell Walter 
TumbuU Timothy Pavil 
Van De Ven Helen Pretoria 
Voulalas Zaffrios Dimitrios 





Bailey Heather Ann 
Bartlett Dawn Narrell 
Brabham Garry Lyle 
Broers Norma Marlene 
Cahill James Michael 
Caulton Jane 
Chapman Anne Kathryn 
Dawson James David 
Eklund John Holger 
Fitzpairick Graham WiUiam 
Gabriel Merilyn Anne 
Green Janet Elizabeth 
Hall Christine Mary 




Lange Thomas Eric 
Lawford Jacqueline Carmel 
Macdonald Peter Wayne 
Macrae Gregory Paul 
Mckay John WUliam 
Mitchelson Paula Louise 
Murray Roger Philip 
Neaves Rhonda Lyn 
Ogle Terry Raymond 
Perkiss Eileen Ann 
Perry Cheryl Ann 
Stomps Amanda Jane 
Sturgiss James Harold 
Szakacs Vivienne Margaret 
Terry Christine Elizabeth 
1980 
Bennett James 
Brown Colin Roy 
Chard Therese Mary 
Chellew Margaret Lesley 
Furlong Narefle 
Kelly Karen Maree 
Langley Christine 
Lee Patricia Anne 
Schmidt Linda 
Sims Peter WUUam 
Van De Ven Judith Louise 
Walker Bryan 
Williams Craig Anthony 
Wilson Janet 
Woodard Russell John 
1981 
Arvanitis Vasiliki 
Byrnes Catherine Maureen 
Catey CoUeen Joanne 
Churchill Joan Elaine 
Coghill Bruce Peter 
Croft JiU Ethel 
Cullen Christopher Phillip 
Entwistle Michael Leonard 
Fahey Anthony Robert 
Fantinel Louise Anne 
Gardner Ann Regina 
Greene Gerald 
Green way Neale Reuben 
Green en Nicholas Hubert 
Jollif f e Sandra Ann 
Kater Victoria Jane 
King Enola 
Marshall Christopher Charles 
Mcgregor Kate Qara 
Myrylowicz Darine 
Potts Mark Stuart 
Theofanou Melpomeni 
Thompson Jonathan Dean 
Tobin Kathy Anne 
Watt Robin 
Whitcher Martin WUHam 
Whiteley Helen Margaret 
Williamson JUl Lorraine 
1982 
Bateman David Patrick Joseph 
Bennett Elaine Deborah 
Bunyan Paul William 
Frankcombe Lynda Ann 
Guppyjohn Douglas 
Hagenaar Nyrelle Margaret 
Haggerjohn 
Hamilton Nigel Alexander 
Lawrence Kathryn Anne 
Pollard Ian David 
Sherley David 
Short Julie Maureen 
Sixsmith Megan 
1983 
Berzeviczy Wendy Anne 
Bresnahan Helen Joanne 
Bunnan Harold John 
Clarke Ronald Stanley 
Holmes PhiUip David 
Horan Brian Thomas 
Homeman Anne Therese 
Molino Maria 
MoustoukisCan 
Robbins Jennifer Margaret 
Ryan Veronica Frances 
Sanders James Edward 
Sligar James 
Sligar Lorraine 




Clarke Damien Emmanuel 
Hockley Stephanie Winifred 
Mitchell Brian CampbeU 
Pompar Peter 
Putrino Maria Carmen 
Rogers Colin George 
Sharkie Jean 
Sweeney Michael John 
Tiberio Luisa 
Watchirs Ian James 
1985 
Bailey Denise 
Buecher Cary Anthony 
Davis Bridget Mary 
Jones Kylie Ann 
King Tanya Donna-Lee 
Mete John 
Murph JiUian Lynette 
Murph Sean Thomas 
Tonk Jeremy Paul 
Zeida Edward 
1986 
Bailey Jeffery David 
Davis Deborah Ann 
Djendjinovic Yasmin Mira 
Cabatel Roland 
Haagensen Lynne Pamela 
Harrison Stewart James 
Hensen Karin Angela 
Karpos AnneUse 
Long Warwick Franklin 
Netherton Catherine 
Payton Lisa frene 
Rankin Maria Antonia 
Smith Mary Therese 
Vella Michael Ernest 
Warren Mark Geoffrey 

























Evans Annette Frances 
Jones James Lawrence 
Long Brian Patrick 
1980 
Butler Graeme Kennedy 
1981 
Postma Maureen Kaye 
Preston Robert George 
Salmon John Henry 
1985 
Taylor Daniel Edmund 
DipCompSd 
1980 
Wilson Peter WiUiam 
1984 
Collins John WilUam 
Porter Anthony Robert 
1985 
Andrewartha Peter NeU 
DipSoc 
1981 




Phan Tam Van 
1986 
Zumpe Terence Raymond 
DipAppMultiStud 
1980 






Phillis Trevor WiUiam 
1983 
Townend Christopher Charles 
1985 
Kearney Peter Michael 




O'Connor Daniel John 
DipIndRel 
1982 
Elliott Elizabeth Margaret 
1983 
Iskandar Bambang Istijarso 
DipEuro Studies 
1982 
Kayser Caroline Jule 




King Jennifer Mary 
DipPsyc 
1984 
Conceicao Pedro Jose 
Davies Cheryl Ann 
1987 
Halstead PhiUip Lewis 
GDipEd 
1987 
Dunlea Regina Lee 
Macey Kerry Joan 
Mart William Seldon 
Smith Lyrmette Ann 
1988 
Dean Tracey Louise 
Perez Dolores 
Ryan Martin Gerald 
Shannon Allan 
Kobin Andrew Frands 











Wibowo Wrekso Dahono 
GDipMgt 
1987 
Roberts Michael Brady 
GDipCom 
1989 
Lin Carol Xiao Ying 
BEd 
1979 
Voulalas Zafirios Dimitrios 
Waring Judith Eleanor 
1980 
Aitken Robert Maxwell 
Burke Terence Richard 





Tibbits Peter Bruce 
1972 




Giaron Nadia Rosanna 
Spears SherrUl 
1975 




Norwood Terence Gilbert 
1976 
Compton John Philip 
Griffith Penelope 
Neller Ronald James 
1977 




Blacket Murray Richard 
Gan Maurine Ann 
Hughes Marilyn Janet 
Kieman Carol Diane 
Kieman Joan 
Lawford Jacqueline Carmel 
Mcleod Jean Nancy 
O'Neill Brian 
Pickering Joan EUiott 
Strauh Carmen 
1979 
Blundell Norma Male 
Hilton Andrew George 
Ravin der Shashi Kala 
Royer Victor Henry 




Fleming Stephen William 
Holland Joy 
John Michael Austin 
Postma Maureen Kaye 
Sligar Lorraine 




Berzeviczy Wendy Aime 
Came Ronald John 
Fahey Lynn Margaret 
Horan Brian Thomas 
Knell Cheryl Jean Ahson 
Nicholson Mark David 
Perry Carolyn Anne 
1982 
Blackeby Christine Joyce 
Caputi Pierino 
Greene Gerald 
Haworth Narelle Lorraine 
Johnson John Homer 
Keismith Garrielle Patricia 
Molino Maria 
Vaughan Gary 
Wenzel Gerhard Franz 
1983 
Macerlean Anthony Philip 
Ryan Yvonne 
Taylor Daniel Edmund 
Watchirs Graeme 
1984 
Felvus John De Fraine 
Heininger Josette EUen 
Issa Soraya Sue 
Mishra Sudesh Raj 




Robinson Pendope Aime 
Walk Penelope Kay 
1987 
Dimevska Valentina 
Giles Paul Stanley 
McAuliffe Lisa Maree 
Probst Scott James 
Walters David Andrew 
1990 





Melton Robyn Ivy 
1967 
Allen David Ven 
Buttazonni Ludo 
Fisher Anne 
Paradine Brian Arthur 
1968 
Cavanagh Katherine Elva 
Denniss Hden Joan 
Fletcher Graham 
Gaffney Brian Michael 
Gray Helen Lenore 
Hummertson Kay Charlotte 
Lawrence Qenn 
Middlemiss Diane 
Sampson Margaret Helen 
Smart Walter Henry 
Syer Margaret Anne 
Woodward Denis James 
1969 
Beacham Hden Glendinning 
Callender Diane Fay 
Green Brenda Margaret 
Hoffman Valerie Jane 
Stanhope Peter MaxweU 
1970 
Armstrong Brian James 
Chaffey Kerry Leonie 
Corfield Howard William 
Dellit Brian Robert 
Dutton Ellen Therese 
Gilbert Laurence Ian 
Joukador Judith Louise 
Knott Judith Ann 
Mackay Lynette Diane 
Oakley Evdyn 
Price Jimet Ruth 
Riordan Alan David 
Roberts Elizabeth 






Barnes Cheryl Joy 
Bird Jime EUzabeth 
Dwyer Michael Frands 
Godwin Lanoe George 
Gully Kenneth Noel 
Hoare Barbara Jean 
Hodgkins John Charles 
Hutton Gordon PhUUp 
Kellahan Arthur Ross 
Kennedy John Stuart 
Montagner Rosedie Mary 
Nicol John Richard 
O'Brien John James 
Pryor Roger Lee 
Rees Jane-LyneU Hardie 
Smith Mark John 
Waples Therese Velma 
Williams Meryl Devis 
1972 
Brownlow Jan Paula 
Carwardine Geoffrey Arthur 
Coimack Irene Grace 
Kokkila Aino Helmi 
Koperberg Lorriane 
Lear Lynne Simon 
Lyons Stephen Ronald 
Meehan Anne Maree 
Nehme Yvette 
Pearson Arthur Joseph 
Rainger Helen EUzabeth 
Rasa Susan NeoUa 
Roberts Darryl MUbum 
Robertson James Parker 
Rowe Glenn Edward 
Russell Lynette EUzabeth 
Vine Dianne May 
1973 
Beilby Shirley May 
Brown Lance Arthur 
Burley Glenda Anne 
Cathie Agnes 
Collins Robert Edward 
Compton Robyn Lynette 
ni 
Deveski Nina Helena 
Dion EUeen Cheryl 
Doman Donald Mackay 
Douglas Agnes 
Dyer John Robert 
George Richard Lloyd 
Herringe Ingrid 
Luinstra Robyn Anne 
Maconachie Diane Lesley 
Neville Briem Ross 
Noonan Amber Valerie 
Poidevin Amanda Ware 
Robinson Jann Elizabeth 
Ryall Kristine Elisabeth 
Smith Christina NeUie 
Stevens Sandra Kathleen 
Van Ede Comelis Jan 
Wilbers Rodney WiUiam 
Wilford Barrie Gordon 
1974 
Allen Beverley Jean 
Anderson Marilyn Joy 
Armstrong John Christopher 
Atkins Jacqudyn Anne 
Brown Edward John 
Bryon Ernest Stanley 
Campbell Wendy Lea 
Carter Lesley Alexandra 
Chapman Leonard Reginald 
Collett Joy NareUe 
Dark Graeme Laurence 
Davidson Alan Ray 
Eliott Kay EUzabeth 
Gadsby Susan Joy 
Graham Kevin James 
Hales Carole Teresa 
Halse Rogers David Quentin 
Hayes Alan John 
Ingold Kerrie Joan 
Kinloch Robert James 
Krawczyk Czeslaw John 
Lydon Theresa Ann 
Martin Lloyd Lance 
Mcguirk PhiUp George 
Mulhall Deborah 
Powell Stephen Vernon 
Prosser Carol Anne 
Redpath Paula Annette 
Strong Cathie 
Wade Catherine Mary 
Weber Judith 
Williams Janette EUzabeth 
1975 
Blatch JuUe Christine 
Bresnahan Patrida Louise 
Cook Judith Mary 
Dionyssopoulos Niki 
Esteibauer Edmund 
Evans JuUe Ann 
Farrell Patricia Maree 
Haid Warwick 
Jones Bftrry Robert 
Jones Diny Maria 
King PhilUp LesUe 
Le Page EUzabeth Rosemary 
Oloughlin Perpetua Mary 
Pegler Lindy Anne 
Phillips Carl PhUUp 
Roberts John 
Ryall Jennifer Ruth 
TumbuU Louise Anne 
Wesker Valerie Kay 
1976 
Binns Keith Martin 
Blacket Murray Richard 
Bottcher Jennifer Margaret 
Carling Sylvia Anne 
Clarke Ronald Stanley 
Davies Joanne Mary 
Donaldson Gary Gcvdon 
Fischer Bernhard Alfred 
Fliedner Gerald Ian 
Harris Denise Joanne 
Hodson Joy Leslie 
Hoy Corinne 
Hughes Susan Joy 
Jeffery Barbara Anne 
Manojlovic Sava 
Mcgowan Keith Michael 
Middleton John Harvey 
Patison Rociney 
Paul Sandra Jacqueline 
Pike SheUa Mary 
Rees John Bernard 
Sheedy Karin Erika 
Sumasto Sylvia Ratna 
Testoni Johri Aldo 
Watson Jennifer Margaret 
Woods Margaret Helen 
1977 
Barnes CoUn WilUam 
Brabham Garry Lyle 
Brightwell Paul Jeffrey 
Bull Pauline Ann 
Chapman Anne Kathryn 
Chapman Margaret Robyn 
Dal Santo Graham Wallace 
Donaldson Etebra Anne 
Gordon Robyn Ldgh 
Griffiths Katrina Marie 
Hampson Kerry Ann Mary 
Hicks Judith Mary 
Kieman Carol Diane 
Kowalczyk Helena Anna 
Lawford Jacqueline Carmel 
Macrae Judith Kathleen 
Marott Neil Robertson 
Mcleod Jean Nancy 
Mon^omery Rosemary 
Neil Karin Carol 
O'Neill Brian 
Oconnell Margaret Mary 
Phelps Narissa Lynne 
Ravinder Shashi Kala 
Sampson Janet EUzabeth 
Smith CarIa Gai 
Smith Kerry Ellen 
TumbuU Timothy Paul 
Van De Ven Helen Pretoria 
Woods Deborah Caroline 
Zechner MarUes 
1978 
Aid is Geoffrey Karl 
Appleby Ian 
Askew Bemadette 
Bailey Heather Ann 
Barz Lutz Paul 
Blackeby Christine Joyce 
Blundell Norma Male 
Burden Glynis Evdyn 
Carroll Susan 1 
Clarke John James 
Cooper Barry WiUiam 
Davis Vicky 
Dawson Julie Marie 
Dawson Roger Geoffrey 
Dehon Raymond John 
Doolan Katalin NataUa 
Fitzpatrick Graham William 
Fulford Mary EUen 
Gabriel Merilyn Anne 
Green Janet Elizabeth 
Hall Christine Mary 
Helme Kevin Thomas 
Hill Graham EUiott 
Hilton Andrew George 
Hilton Dee 
Holland Joy 
Howard Sylvia Kathleen 
Jardine WilUam Edward 
Johnston James Arthur Reginal 
Kaer Loma Grace 
Kendal Alan John 
Kieman Joan 
Macdonald Peter Wayne 
Mckay John WUliam 
Muir James Ian 
Murray Roger PhiUp 
Peny Carolyn Anne 
Perry Cheryl Ann 
Purcell Carolyn Jean 
Rosser JUl Stephanie 
Sawford Vivianne TTielma 
Sheedy Christine Elizabeth 
Simes Maysie Hall 
Steward Rosemary Ann 
Stubbs Julie 
Szakacs Vivienne Margaret 
Taylor William 
Till Geoffrey Frands 
Wills Judy Lee 
1979 
Arthur Leonard LesUe 
Bayliss John 
Blewitt Karen Anne 
Came Ronald John 
Chard Therese Mary 
Church PhiUp James 
Clarke Patricia 
Curry Linda May 
Davies Raymond Garth 
Fargher Ian Kenneth 
Ireedman Graeme John 
Furlong NareUe 
Gallagher Robert Lloyd 
Geraghty JanneUe Maree 
Gilroy Susan Joy 
Groenen Nicholas Hubert 
Haigh Andrea 
Halstead Phillip Lewis 
Harris Joy Myree 
John Michael Austin 
Kelly Paul Anthony 
Khin Maung Gyi Brian 
Klepzig Deborah May 
Knell Oieryl Jean AUson 
Langley Christine 
Lawrence Kathryn Anne 
Lee Patrida Anne 
Lysaght PatUine 
Martin Amanda Lee 
Mattesich Erminio Anthony 
Mattews Robyn Louise 
Mcinemey Pauline Jane 
Morrell Geoffrey James 
O'Brien Jeffrey Joseph 
Pollicina Carmelo 
Porter Richard Kim Thomas 
Preston Rol)ert George 
Rava John David 
Rees Janet Edelle 
Richardson David Phillip 
Russell Colin George 
Saich Deborah May 
Schmidt Linda 
Short Bronwyn Leigh 
Shum Hing Yee 
Sleigh Thomas Frands 
Sligar Lorraine 
Testoni Wendy Lee 
Van De Ven Judith Louise 
Walker Bryan 
Westwood Susan Joy 






Bateman David Patrick Joseph 
Berzeviczy Wendy Anne 
Brooks Maureen 
Byrnes Catherine Maureen 
Carling Maxim James 
Coghill Bruce Peter 
Collins Sharlene Glenda 
Connaughton Leannejoy 
Cullen Christopher PhiUip 
Deller-Smith Patricia Irene 
DUl Ross WiUiam 
Dipuglia Assimta 
Duncan Eftehia 
Dwyer NeU Ronald 
Fahey Lynn Margaret 
Fantinel Louise Anne 
Fox Yvonne Bemadette 





Harley Mary Josephine 
Hoffman Kathryn Elaine 
Horan Brian Thomas 
Johnson John Homer 
Jones Janet Finbarr 
Jones Patrida Marilyn 
Kater Victoria Jane 
Keismith Garrielle Patricia 
King Enola 
Marshall Christopher Charles 
Mcgregor Kate Qara 
Mcmahon Hden Anne 
Mcmaster Margaret 
Menzies LudmiUa Adelaide 
Myrylowicz Darine 
Nair Mohini Laurie 
Peedom Anne EUzabeth 
PhiUips SueUen 
Pinkerton Andrew Walter 
Pope MelviUe Ralph 
Potts Mark Stuart 
Reichhart Paul Andre 
Ross Leonie ResteU 
Ryan Maree Kerrie 
Sanders James Edward 
Saphin Nicholas James 
Schaefer Donald Charles 
Smith Rosemary Therese 
Stanley Martin David 
Swanson RusseU Arthur 
Theofanou Melpomeni 
Thomas Wayne 
Tobin Kathy Anne 
Tyne Judith Lorraine 
Whitcher Martin WUUam 
Whiteley Helen Margaret 




Andrews Valerie Esme Dorothy 
Boock Afife 
Byrne Thomas William 
Caputi Pierino 
Chourtos Nicholas 
Daley Vivienne Jean 
Dawson Peter Joseph 
DeBoniSusen 
Dewhurst JuUe Marie 
Dorringion Julia Mai 
Doyle John Patrick 
Edmonds Christine Louisa 
Erwin Gregory John 
Felvus Jolm De Fraine 
Frankcombe Lynda Ann 
Gibson EKanne Melanie 
Glover Andrew John 
Greig Ian Bruce 
Guppyjohn Douglas 
Hagenaar NyreUe Margaret 
Haggerjohn 
Harvey Deirdre Heatherjoy 
Haworth Narelle Lorraine 
Heuston Shirley Irene 
Johnson John Joseph 
Jones Lynette Anne 
Lane Margaret 
Le Page Jennifer Mavis 
Lester Angela 
Molino Maria 
Murphy Catherine Elizabeth 
Nesbitt Deborah Qaire 
O'Sullivan Maurice Michael 
Oliver Janette 
Panok Mara 
Pearson Carol Ann 
Rasheed Aminath 
Roser Barbara Ada 
Sharkie Jean 
IV 
Shaw Kenneth Robert 
Sheppard Olga 
Short Julie Maureen 
Sixsmith Megan 
Spry Patrida Anne 
Stamp June 
Taylor Daniel Edmimd 
Vaughan Gary 
Wall BeUnda Martha 
Wenzel Gerhard R-anz 
Williamson JiU Lorraine 
1982 
Barnes David Bowen 
Benten Anna Catherina 
Bresnahan Helen Joanne 
Clarke John Frederick 
Coffey Paul Denis 
Conceicao Pedro Jose 
Famigia Joseph 
Flood Margot Leigh 
Franklin Bruce Thomas 
Gill HUary Monica 
Grey Jule Suzanne 
Holkutid Jennifer Lynn 
Holmes PhiUip David 
Ilk Joachim Michael 
Issa Soraya Sue 
Lewis Suzanne Kerry 
Long Warwick Franklin 
Macerlean Anthony PhiUp 
Mayhew Frances Anne 
Mcalear Leonard WUUam 
Mcewan Kenneth John 
Mewbum Jennifer Margaret 
Middleton Ronald John 
Nettleton Ian Alfred 
Oliver Ross Marsden 
Robbins Jennifer Margaret 
Rogers Colin George 
Rowles Bruce John 
Ryan Yvonne 
Shipton Wanda Jane 
Solomon David Anthony 
Speirs WiUiam Duncan 





Anker Gina Louise 
Arnold Jennifer Lesley 
Bailey John OUver Hindmars 
Brown SheUa 
Bruseker Adrian Theodore 
Clarke Damien Emmanuel 
Coffee Neil Terence 
Coles Rita Catherine 
Cook Janet Shirley 
Cooper Frank 
Dal Zotto Meirisa 
De Luca Terence James 
Faulkner Bemice 
Heininger Josette EUen 
Karagiannakis Anna Maria 
Kieman Diane Mary 
Macqueen Christine Anne 
Mdnemey Janette Mary 
Mishra Sudesh Raj 
Murphy JiUian Lynette 
Murray Margaret Alison 
Naccari Tania Maria 
Novella Chiara 
O'Hehir WiUiam John 
Putrino Maria Carmen 
Rogers Kay 
Stalling Rosa Marie 
Stubbin Anthony John 
Tiberio Luisa 
Walk Penelope Kay 
WiUiams Yvonne Anne 
1984 
Andrews Craig Daniel 
Brace Amanda 
Butterworth Patrida 
Chapman Margaret Deidre 
Chimarios Vicky 
Colling RosaUe Anne 
Cooper Lynda Joyce 
Darlington Stephen John 
Davey Jeanette Grace 
Donnelly Peter John 
Dyer Lisa 
Everts Anna Margaret 
Fisch Kimberley 
Gillian Warren Frands 
Girvan Christopher Wesley 
Hall PhUlip James 
Heins Margaret 
Hoole Ruth Mary 
Johnson Martin Carey 
Jones Kylie Ann 
Lewis-Driver Margaret NeU 
Mete John 
Mitchell Bronwyn Helen 
Moore Roberta 
O'Connor WUliam Patrick 
Pemberton Marion Jennifer 
Robinson Beth 
Robinson SaUy 
Tavelardis Lynnette SteUa Ther 
Tumbull Catherine Ann 
Warren Glenda 
Watchirs Ian James 
Watson David Stewart 
YusufYusuf 
1985 
Bailey Jeffery David 
Baskerville Aleta Ann 
Bates Anne 
Christodoulou Chris 
Djendjinovic Yasmin Mira 
Edwards Diana Joyce 
Ettel Irene 
Holland Anthony Mark 
Karpos AnneUse 
Katrivesis Jenny 
Kelly Sandra Lynne 
Livissianos Rosemary Ann 
Martin Jennifer Marian 
Mills KyUe Anne 
Murphy Seem Thomas 
Netherton Catherine 
Payton Lisa Irene 
Smith Mary Therese 
Stirling Maree Louise 
Thomas Robert John 
Tonks Jeremy Paul 
Wignjopranoto Janti 
1986 
Andrews James Lee 
Burke John Anthony 
Cable Leah MicheUe 
Cham Christina Ping Ping 
Dimevska Valentina 
Giles Paul Stanley 
Haagensen Lynne Pamela 
Harvey Leisa Jane 
Krop Brenda Margaret 
Macey Kerry Joan 
McAuliffe Lisa Maree 
Myers MicheUe Ann 
Poidevin Judy Susan 
Probst Scott James 
Thompson Susan 
Vossen Dorothy Anne 




Bentley Kim Sarah Rosina 
Boyle Mark Andrew 
Brown Catherine Aime 
Brunton Scott John 
Chork SteUa E Leng 
Dale CUnton Robert 
Dewa Litia DianUawe 
Dixon Kim Maree 
Feary Christine Meryl 
Field Jonathon Edward 
Fills Peter 
Hay Robert John 
Heycox Lee Warren 
Johnson Stuart Buchanan 
Lee Doris Chui-Ling 
Lynas-Jones Alexander 




Pinkerton NeroU JiU 
Semchyshyn Micheal Dean 
Wallace Deborah Sue 




Judd Andrew James 
Morris Karen Susan 
Tull Yvette Diane 
1989 
Boulmetis Helen 
Brack Christopher Joseph 
Coxhead Ross Herbert 
Louridas Pauline 
Mahanay Catherine Suzannah 
Mcgowan Paul Joseph 
Pergeles Athanasis 
1990 
MacKenzie Jane Glenda 




Inglis CoUn Mark 
BCom 
1989 
Lim Hooi Hooi 
Wirawan Harjanti 
1990 
Duffy Phihppa Louise 
Kirk Kerry Linda 
Lau Paul Lap Yu 
Suppiah Jeya Poh Wan 
Waters Glenn David 
Wong Siu Ping Sincere 
1991 
Chung Ka Fai Alan 
Huang Chiu Wah 
BCom (Hons) 
1976 
Cheney David Charles 
Dietrich Ron Herbert 
Lucchitti Pasquale 
BCom - Accy 
1969 
Collins Ronald Malcolm 
1970 
Colquhtmn Don Hedley Patrick 
1971 
Burke Rodney Paul 
Man era Valerio Paul 
1972 
Bartlett WUliam James 
Carrigan Michael Alexander 
Cuy Peter Henry 
Gardener AUan James 
May PhUip Creighton 
Mckenna Mary /mnette 
Molloy Vincent Francis 
Reilly Keith Francis 
Rodgers Gregory PhilUp 
Tambakis John Harry 
1973 
Cannon David Arthur 
Mathews Graeme Eric 
Mcdoskey Peter Anthony 
TumbuU Robert Grant 
1974 
Bradford Stephen George 
Fong Lau Kooi 
Frost Simon Rich Malcolm 
Gatt Dominic Robert 
Gomulija EUy 
Hargreaves David Richard 
Joukador George Waheb 
Martin Harold Qyde 
Moran Geoffrey Kenneth 
Page John William 
1975 
Gallagher Dolores Maria 
Gamble Alan David 
Hinchliffe Robert Bruce 
Lim Yim Yec 
Peat George Joseph 
Roberts Adrian James 
Soden Bruce Roger 
Watson Nicholas John 
1976 
Adams Elizabeth Anne 
Davies Glenn 
De Vries Nolke Sieds 
Deak Andrew 
GuanlimKin 
Jollif fe Sandra Aim 
Kuang Dennis Ling Li 
Lambert G>Un John 
Leung Tracy Lai Wan 
Ling John Morley 
Ling Li Kuang 
Maconachie Stephen Mark 
Masters Alexander John 
Williams Dennis Charles 
1977 
Day RusseU Edward 
Day Theresa Mary 
Harrell Deborah Gai 
Harvey Michael George 
Lear David John 
Lulitanond Varongthip 
Manera Lya Mariann 
Nikolovska Trajanka 
Noble David Roland 
Noone Brian Laurence 
Ring John Dunster 
Thomson Lorraine Luda 
Widjaja Sonia 
Zwarteveen Joost Jacob 
1978 
Boatswain Mervyn LesUe 
Chatterton Stephen Peter 
Dimitrovski Uiya 
Dunning John 
Hosie Michael David 
Kinsella Brian Edward 
Russell Jim 
Shaikh Ahmad Pasha 
Soden Douglas John 
Taylor Karl Sarin Anderson 
1979 
Armstrong Linda 
Amdell John Ian 
Atkinson Graham Dean 
Bragg Gregory David 
Brown Ian Charles 
Coiutoeyjohn Francis 
Day Glenn Leigh 
Duff Genevieve Maree 
Durbin James Howard 
Fox Eamonn Bruno 
Harrell Bruce Gregory 
Jackson James Paul 
Lavery WiUiam George 
Mcconnochie Kim 
Parsons Mark Walter 
SmiUi Robert Forbes 
1980 
Benedet Franco 
Borsi GabrieUa Helen a 
Boyce Rodney WilUam 
Dionyssopoulos George 
Dwyer Allan Frands 
Frino Gerardo 
Houlihan Des Alexander 
Knox Ian Stuart 
May Ian Geoffrey 
O'Connor Louise Mary 
Pappas George James 
Simpson Gregory Peter 
Sowiak Jeffery Wasyl 
Tan Khoe Kian Wan 
Trenga Ezio 
Walster Mark James 
Wood Brian Michael 
1981 
Bath WiUiam Neil 
Gallagher Kris RusseU 
Gray Noel Anthony 
Lawrence Ian Robert Eden 
Marks Jon Joseph 
Matchett Carl Lachlan 
Nelson Patrida LUian 
O'Neill Denise 
Saunders WilUam James Nelson 
Smith NeU WiUiam 
1982 
Appleby Reginald 
Arnold Brett Stephen 
Bonomy Paul 
Campbell Michael Ian 
Davey Joseph WiUiam 
Dimartino Sam Paul 
Lee Joyce AUce 
Mcgartland Stephen John 
O'Connor John Matthew 
Soetaniman Andy Herman 
Tholen Patrick Rudolph 
1983 
Atkinson Diane Elizabeth 
Caves Sandra Michelle 
Coe EUzabeth Ann 
Cook Peter John 
Cosgrove Michael Gordon 
Drioli Robert 
Hall Wayne Edwin 
Hutton Deborah EUzabeth 
Lunnon Anne Marie 
Peisley Kathryn Ann 
Vallejo Inmaculada 
Welsh Robert Wayne 
Williams Sean Gould 
1984 
Affleck Warrick RandaU 
Arumugam Navaneetham 
Hoang Thi Kim Thu 
Mueller Linda Babette 
Mulhall Rick James 
Pacheco Ines Maria 
Payne Stephen AUen 
Reid Murray Charles 
Rudkin KaUileen Maria 
Stilp Michael Herbert 
Williams Mark Lindsay 
1985 
Armstrong Geof&ey James 
Bagia Dipak 
Gorrell Bryce Gladstone 
Ho Suk Houng 
LoganJuUe 
O'Brien Jeffrey Joseph 
Oxford Robert Ian 
Papadimas Alex 
Pavri Rayomand Jal 
Robinson Susan Claire 
Yii Yong Ting Jenny 
1986 
Basman Barry Alan 
Brown RusseU Peter 
Bull Lynda Deame 
Cussen NeU Robert 
Dhawan Rajeev 
Lee Fook Sun 
Mandelson Richard Bruce 
Mastroianni Fiorenzo 
Nandha Hilesh Kumar 
Sterry Wayne Alexander 
Thong Anthony Yeong Shyan 
Tjokrowidjaja Hermanto 
1987 
Beehag Richard WUliam Hami 
Hesling Wendy Ruth 
HoTze-Jong 
Kahar Erlin 
Kerr Peter William 





Walker Steven Rodney 
Widjaja Karen 
Wong Sing Yiu David 
1988 
Chew Livia Poy Mey 
Choo Heng Kok 
Danusaputra Himawan 
Djauw Rina 
Rogers Geoffrey James 
1898 
Harvey PhUip Colin 
BCom (Hons) - Econ 
1973 
Robinson Raymond Wilfred 
Whittle John Frands 
1974 
Weeks Peter Donald 
1975 
Candy Christopher Joseph 
1976 
Price Bruce Edward 
1977 





Bugden LesUe John 
Pye Malcolm James 
1981 
Sargent Stuart John 
1982 
Cook Malcolm Gregory 
Gerrard John 
1984 
Mawer Stephen George 
Pollard Ian David 
BCom - Econ 
1969 
Ellis Michael David 
Moore Peter Euston 
1970 
Bowie Kenneth AUan Eric 
Davies Colin Lance 
1971 
Jurskis Vytautas 
MUler James Bruce 
1972 
Chapman Julian Ernest 
Crapp Harvey 
Mitchell Terry 
Sibson Michael James 
Smith Paul Arthtu: 
Wright Hugh Rowland 
1973 
Barclay Ian Frank BalUngton 
Enklaar Sylvia 
Kantsler MicheUe Regina 
Schneid Dorothy 
Stone JuUanne Elizabeth 
Terry Robert LesUe 
1974 
Donnelly John Clifford 
English Walter Herbert 
Mcmaster AUan Hugh 
1975 
Carling Maxim James 
Collins Robert AUen 
Fardoe Alan WUUam 
Grant WUUam Edward 
Wilkie Stewart 
1976 
Atkins Ross Owen 
Cunningiham Gregory John 
Dunslan Paul Graeme 
French Graeme Alan 
Welsh Peter Noel 
Wynack Anthony Bernard 
1977 
Branch MaxweU James 
Carvalho June QotUda 
Eccles Sandra 
Horrocks Keith Reginald 
Mcmaster Stephen 
Perelaer Mark Anthony 
Thomson Roslyn 
White David John 
Whyte David John 
1978 
BoH Glenn Gordon 
Fessas Nickolas George 
Zahra Edward Joe 
1979 
Basden Ralph Riley 
Carmody Patrick NeiU 
Ivanovski Aleksandar 
NichoIIs John Hector 
Pye Malcolm James 
1980 
Affleck RusseU Lee 
Green way Neale Reuben 
Marley CoUn Peter 
Papadopoulos Harry 
Sargent Stuart John 
Williams John Arthur 
1981 
Cook Malcolm Gregory 
Gerrard John 
Pollard Ian David 
Stone Bradley John 
Waterworth Carey James 
1982 
Kneen Thomas Michael 
Nehme John 
Wong Kong-Yuen PhUip 
Yeoman Paul Richard 
1983 
Askew Christopher Geriird 
Boyd David John 
Henry Gaven Gary 





Askew David Gabriel 
Cannon James 
Cassar Michael Joeseph 




Cooper David Kevin 
Dobson Peter Laurence 
Kolovos Anna 
Moore Leonie Beah-ice 
Narayan Jayanti Lai 
1987 
Achmadsjah Rita 
Chua Tiong Fee 
Cope Robyn Maree 
Sharma Sandhya Devi 
Tang Weng Keong 
Walkerden Karen Ester 
1988 





Kluge Doris Thekla 
1985 
Corr John Frederick 
Ferry Stephen John 
1986 
Bridger Adam Joseph 
Rawnsley Catherine MicheUe 
BCom-Mgt 
1984 
Crilly Cheryl Lee 
Newton Lane Damien 
Peterson Geoffrey Alan 
1985 
Mar Elaine 
Popoola Muyideen Olubiyi 
1986 
Brien Andrew WUUam 
Chin Josephine Henn Yiang 
Hioe Hau Jan 
1987 
Bennett Rowena Jane 
Ooi Bee Guat 
Trikas Orestis Fotios 
Williams David Peter 
1988 
Kumiawan Sunjijati 
BE - Civil 
1964 
Spence John Lawrence 
1972 
Holland John LesUe 
Vine Stephen John 
1973 
Flanagan John Edward 
Mao Tai-Fong George 
Yeu Bin-Tong 
1974 
Lie Gho Tjen 
Ponnaluri Rao Lakshmipathi 
Slocombe David 
1975 
Parkes Larry Stephen 
Peckman Darron Roland 
Raicevich Max Leon 
1976 
Bye Robert Ian 
Carrigan Simon Patrick 
Coghlan Bruce Raymond 
Davis Johnathan 
Evans Gregrary Ronald 
Harrison David John 
Howard Rodney WiUiam 
Johnston NeU Thomas 
Ketteringham John Stephen 
LeDung 
Mai San 
Siv Seang Lay 
Strasser Tony Dieter 
Wilkinson Stephen 
1976 
Aw Boon Huat 
Barraclough Mark 
Bell Mark Anthony 
Chalk Alexander 
Lau Sooi Hoe 
1979 
Blow Thomas Graham 
Croton James Thomas 
Mehta Mukesh 
1980 
Craig Stephen Gordon 
Hope Ken 
Kumiawan Agus 
Lie Man Tung 
Lundie Robert Charies 
Mcldnnirey Geoffrey James 
Phongsavath Outhong 
Siic Frank Gordon 
1981 
Ballantyne Nigel 






Hart John Alexander 
Santoso Mursidik 
1983 
Fleming Douglas George 
Lacey Glenn Colin 
Mohd Ali Abd Razak 
Rhodes WilUam Alexander 
Salmon Robert Tindley 
Silveri PasquaUno 
1984 
Abdulmajid Mohd Khorie Bin 
Baghdad! AU Ossama 
Djendjinovic Peter Damir 
El Hazouri Boutros Salem 
1985 
Ling Wang Seng 
Mirza Siddiq AU Beg 
Newman John Richard 
1986 
Constantin Joseph 
Emery David John 
Heins David Marinus 
Holidaya Simarso 
1987 
Choo Roland Keng Ming 
Cook Peter Geca-ge 
Nugent Scott James 
1988 
Abdullah Muhammad Nazmi 
Carter Christopher John 
1989 
Ab Ghani Alimin 
Kennedy Joseph Paul 
Mohamad Kharuddin 
1990 
Abdul Wahab Ahmad Yani 
Hah Foo Kian 
BE - Elec 
1972 
Glover Bruce WUUam 
Graham Malcolm David 
Mchardie Raymond James 
1973 





Kerr Bmce Robert 
Nguyen Ba Hung 
1977 
Lam Hong Quang 
Phung Bao Toan 
1978 
Armitt Peter John 
Barrett Alan LesUe 
Burton Errol Glasby 
Graham John Warde 
1979 
Duffy Michael John 
Koeller Walter 
1980 
Lim John Hong Theam 
Mathieson Lee Alan 
1981 
Madsen Christopher Paul 
Parrish Glenne &nest 
1982 
Dark Geoffrey AUan 
Masters PhUlip James 
O'Keef e Gregory James 
Stuart AUan John 
1983 
Faulks Michad James 
Hayes Michael Kingston 
1984 
Hobbins Anthony David 
Mearing Noel 
Samways Graeme Victor 
1985 
Baker Philip Stanley 
Brown Martin Bruce Lyne 
Quff Rex Stuart James 




Matha PhUUp Edward 
Orr Stuart Kelvin Ross 
Sowell Tim 
Torres Rodrigo Jose 
Vucko John Robert 
Wilkie Brian Keitii 
1987 
Gamble Patrick Kevin 
Gibbs Paul Charles 
Glossop Mark Herbert 







Nik Idris Nik Rim:\zi 
Sudartio Amin 
1989 
Law Chen Soo 
BE - Mech 
1964 
Tencate Pieter WiUiam 
1965 
Ryan Bernard AUan 
Windsor Roger Stephen 
1972 
Donaldson Trevor 
Hart Barry John 
Wiley Bmce Edmimd 
1975 
Anderson AUan Stuart 
Phu Tran Dinh 
Reeve Samuel Stanmore 
Thomas Ian Charles 
1976 
Ban Nguyen Ngoc 
Clancy John Mathew 
Cowan Grciham Francis 
1977 
Lam Hong Quang 
Nguyen Van Huyen 
1978 
Fowler Bruce Edward 
Hinch Robert Edward Donald 
Kelly Stephen Paul 
Mcpherson Warren John 
Muiphy Gregory John 
Neist Leonard James 
Rethati Peter Stephen 
Smith James Geoffrey 
Todd Peter Allen 
1979 
Carney Mark Ignatius 
Holz Gimnar 
Mcleod Vidor John 
Newton M Icohn Frederick 
Phillis Trevor WiUiam 
Vasic John 
Vickery Eric Lyle 
1980 
Lopez Michael Angel 
Mullan Andrew Ronald 
Wheatstone Mark Daniel 
Wright David Burgess 
1981 
Bergner Stephen Heinz 
Gawehn Benno Adolf 
Giles Patrick Robert 
Hackfath John Albert 
Terziovski MUe 
Watts Geoffrey Brian 
1982 
Hanson Anthony Robert 
Nowlan John Stanley 
Spicer David John 
1983 
Andrews Colin James Peter 
Boccola Dennis John 
Kan da Narindar PaU Singh 
Kouhbor Khosrow 
Read John WaUis 
Tan Cheong Peng 
Taylor PhUip 
1984 
Anderson David Cranston 
Arundell Frands Patrick 
Dunn Ian Michael 
Naissen Michael John 
Watson Stephen Laing 
Webb Clinton Guy 
1985 
Deves Ross Edward 
Hamlyn David Leal 
Hoschke Peter Adrain 
Lawler Gregory Robert 
Mcconchie Peter Ian 
Vertsonis Harry 
1986 
Maul Andre John 
Szabo Danny 
1987 
Gates Peter Jon 
Miller Gregory John 
Seward Ian Robert 
Silva M.P. Ajith 
1988 
Goodsell Laurence WiUiam 
Morrow Kevin WiUiam 
Simpson Daryl James 
Widjaja Aloysius Sugianto 






BE - Mining 
1978 
Wood John WUUam 
James Donald Henry 
Reynolds Robert John 
1980 




Brisbane Kevin John Beattie 
Clayton Graeme WiUiam 
Cutifani Mark 





Larldngs Robert Hans 
Noble Murray Raymond 
Romcke Jonathan Erik 
Wone Tom James 
1984 
Bow Steven John 
Crowe Donald Murhga John 
Ogle Mark Royston 
1985 




Duncan Blair Lawson 
1988 
Fulham Frands Xavier Paul 
BE - Computer 
1985 
Huynh Tiet Hanh 
1986 
Huynh Cong Nhin 
Tran Thai Hoa 
1988 







Howe Simon Charles 
Pham Han Due 
1987 
Ho Trong Hiep 
BMet 
1975 
Chapman Ian Alexander 
Dengate John Frank 
Draper PhiUp MelvUle 
Everett Robert James 
Gla^ow Gordon Edwin 
Glasgow Robert 
Ryall Jeffrey Edmund 
Wilson Peter WilUam 
1976 
Kennedy Peter John 
Pill Warren Bruce 
Wiltshire Brian Duncan 
1977 
Christian David John 
Crouch Warren Geoffrey 
Marston Kevin John 
Thomson NeU David 
1978 
Blake NeU Warren 
Chaperlin Alan Douglas 
Dickson Ian John 
Kilpatrick Nicholas Ivan 
Matthias Thomas Michael 
Mazik Alexander George 
1979 
Dyer Lance Paul 
Rimes PhiUip Alan 
1980 
Dimitrovski Lubi 
Leyshon PhiUp James 




Harpley James WilUam 
Hunt Arthur 
Kaye NeU Anthony 
1982 
Barbaro Frank John 
Fieldsend Simon Andrew 
Smith Alan 
1983 
Campbell PhUUp John 
Dryden John Charles 
Gissane WUUam Thomas 
Sampson Michad Barry 
1984 
Cartwrigiht Andrew 
Sheehan James Joseph 








Woods Mark John 









Powell Darrance Laidley 
Routcliffe Peter 
Spence Ross Alan 
1967 
Ryder Gregory AUan 
1968 
Brennan John Frederick 
Thomson Glenice Ann 
1969 
O'Leary Aidan Terence 
Peady Glynn Washington 
1970 
Chaffey Graham Warwick 
1971 
Anderson Bcirbara Rae 
Anderson David Himter 
Holland Gregory Joseph 
1972 
Ambler Edward Peter 
Mckenna Michael Patrick 
O'Donnell Michael Vincent 
Oke Graham Robert 
Rowley Peter George Michael 
Smith Gregory Charles 
1973 
Bamett RusseU WiUiam 
Collins Brian James 
Coonan Gregory Lachlan 
Holland Anthony Mark 
Kantsler Agu Johin 
1974 
Coggan EUeen Jvme 





Langenegger Peter Christopher 
Walsh Paul Kenneth 
1977 
Mende Benon Ludwig 
Mills Jane 
1978 
Hutton Adrian ComeUus 
Macrae Gregory Paul 
Navis Gregory Bruce 
Smith Gregory Jon 
1979 
Else Paul Lewis 
Fuibank Robert Thomas 
Geoghegan Paul Michael 
Sims Peter WilUam 
1980 
Dawson Jianes David 
Sanguineti Mario 
1981 
Barrow Ian Stewart 
Hall CoUn Geoffrey 




Sowden Coral Rose 
1984 
Ballardie Ruth Therese 
Mcgee Colette Margaret 
1986 
Pribyl Barbara Ann 
Shaw Geoffrey 
1987 
Martin Frances Ann 
1988 
Sutton Robert Danid 
BSc 
1963 
Barker David Robin 
Durrell Sidney Richard 
Ferguson Anthony John 
Mcpaul Keith Stanley 
Riley Brian Terence 
Schweinsbert Paul Desmond 




David Anna Maria 
Hine David 
Laird David John 
Langdon PhUip John 
Mackay Ian Norman 
Plastow Keith Malcolm 
1966 
Gunter Robert Frederick 
Hodson Kenneth Newton 
Quine Jeffrey PhilUp 
1967 
Anderson RusseU Craig 
Bourke Thomas Michael 
Brown Richard Barry 
Harrison James Alfred 
Mcewan David Charles 
Melton CaryU EUzabeth 
Sofield Carl John 
1968 
Coppola Angela 
Gelling John Patrick 
Hardman GiUian Joem 
Kivi Marika Maret 
Lesmana Dorothy Megasari 
Montgomery Ndl Lindsay 
Murdoch Hedley John 
Rittau Wolf Reinhard 
Snare Jeffrey John 
Waters Chris 
Wells George Thomas 
1969 
Few Bruce AUan 
Mccann Peter Francis 
Sleigh Anthony Joseph 
Sofield Irja 
1970 
Brink Gysbertus Barend 
Montgomery Thomas John 
Newing Douglas Roy 
Price David AUen 
Wedlock Geoffrey Lloyd w 
1971 
Ashford George Charles John 
Barnes John Lindley 
Craig CUve Douglas 
Graham Malcolm James 
Hanesjohn 
Johnson Ronald LXniglas 
Muir Ian Edward 
Olson WiUiam Lyndon 
Rogers Terence Kdth 
Summers John Malcolm 
Woodgate Anthony 
1972 
Armstrong Christopher Warren 
Beiglund Robert Geoffrey 
Bonato John Anthony 
Chinnock WUma 
Eaton Graeme Maurice 
Emery Alan Robert 
Goodwin Terry Frands 
Harrington Lesley Lynette 
Hopkins Peter Raymond 
Lear Terrence John 
Miskelly John WiUiam 
Thome PavU Jeffrey 
Wamock Graeme Douglas 
Waugh Peter Frands 
1973 
Bulters John Gerard 
Carter David Anthony 
Douglas Mark Hndlay 
Hughes Warren WiUiam 
Langton Garry Owen 
Lindsay Alexander 
O'Malley JuUe Ann 
Ocvirk Helga Anna 
Posetti Peter John 
Rowe Denis WilUam 
Smit Jacobus WiUem 
Stewart Christine Grace 
Van Voskuilen John 
Williams David Barie 
1974 
Broome Margaret Mary 
Bunyan Paul WUUam 
Caldwell James Alan 
Curran Susan Joy 
Davis Ian Robert 
Doe Keith George 
Gye Stephen John 
Hales John Rutherford 
Heggie Johanne Lesley 
Heinis Anne Louise 
Mason Carol Anne 
Paxton Elaine Lynette 
Porter Anthony Robert 
Stoddart Roslyn Susan 
Toole James Anthony 
Vignaroli Luden Alfred 
1975 
JongsmaBarry 
Komek Wolfgang Rudolf 
Mcnamara Patrick John 
Paine John William 
Smith Kevin Charles 
Tirris Louisos Michel 
1976 
Anderson Peter John 
Armstrong Stephen John 
Benjamin Denis Ian 
Bott Steven James 
Chapman Phillip James 
Crookham Rodney Thomas 
Dean Eugene Patrida 
Gull Jennifer Elaine 
Lange Thomas Eric 
Langenegger Peter Christopher 
Mckenzie Ian CoiUter 
Mclean CoUn 
Parker Garry Wayne 
Ryan Glendon James 
TatneU Ian Robert 
Terry Christine Elizabeth 
1977 
Bain Ian Ronald 
Bartlett Dawn Narrell 
Bates Geoffrey Brian 
Campbell Leonie Ann 
Cmickshank JiUian Craig 
Hall Peter Denis 
Herbert Gaiy Frands 
Holland Rhonda Anne 
Martire Bettina 
Mayadas David Harish 
Mckune Dinah 
Nau Richard Michael 
Parkhill N o d WiUiam 
Voulalas 2^firios Dimitrios 
Wolfe Alan LesUe 
1978 
Andersson Alf Lennart 
Blackley Christopher Timmoth 
Caulton Jane 
Dawson James David 
Eklund John Holger 
Else Paul Lewis 
Fbyster Gordon Trevor 
Hesling Wendy Ruth 
Kemp WUUam Drinnan 
Mitchelson Paula Louise 
Neaves Rhonda Lyn 
Ogle Terry Raymond 
Perkiss Eileen Ann 
Ramakrishna Vandana 
Sligar James 
Sturgiss James Harold 
Werakso Romona Bemadette 
1979 
Bennett James 
Brown Geoffrey Wayne 
Jephcott Donald Round 
Korber Richard 
Lewin Rodney James 
Milham Gregory WUUam 
Monger Anthony Gerard 
Ross Richard Beamish 
Rudkin Terence John 
Sanguineti Mario 
Watson Brian LesUe 




Cooper Arthur Edwin 
Fahey Anthony Robert 
Jones Delwyn Gloria 
Mardnkus Andris Imants 
Peters Geoffrey Richard 
1981 
Bennett Elaine Deborah 
Brinsmead Andrew Robert 
Hilliker Lawrence John 
Jones Trevor Douglas 
Jux Arthur Edmimd 
Kuzyk Roman 
Meredith David WiUiam 
Sales Narelle 
Shephard Peter Charles 
Sherring MUton James 
Sowden Coral Rose 
Tate Carolyn Dorothy 
Taylor Beatrice Anne 
Thompson Jonathan Dean 
Unicomb Graham Stanley 
1982 
Corino Gary Lewis 
Millsteed Linda Diana 
Wilson Beverley Ann 
1983 
Ballardie Neil 
Matthias Thomas Michael 
Mcgee Colette Margaret 
Sweeney Michad John 
1984 
Lloyd-Jones Stephen Edwin 
Pramm Horst Edmund 
Riedel Michael John 
Sodeau John Martin 
1985 
Kieman Adam James Matthew 
Mart William Seldon 
Martin Frances Ann 
May Michael Stephen 
Mdvor Karyn Louise 
1986 
Bums Pendope Jane 
Gillette Mark PhiUip 
Reid Andrew Vincent 
Shaw Geoffrey 
Van Emden Amanda Judith 
1987 
Giles Brett John 
McLoughlin Maija 
Sutton Robert Danid 
1988 
Henderson Wendy NareUe 
Neumann Peter 
Phan Phuong Thi 
1989 
Jeans Pam Fiona 
McFadgean Elizabeth Jsmette 
Teasdale Catherine Anne 
1990 
Fox Michael Graham 
Syed Adnan Syed Annuar 
Unwin Lia Elizabeth 
BEnvSci 
1987 
Chaffe Christopher James 
Hatton Paul Kenneth 
Vll l 
BSc(Eng) - Civil 
1966 
Finch Frederick Arthur 
1967 
Drayton Edward WUliam 
1973 
Sharp Peter Athol 
1974 
Caims Robert Arthur 
Davidson Gordon PhilUp 
Farrar Donald Graham 
Jurdeczka Richard 
1976 
Jones Frank David Leonard 
Leupen Richard 
Lock Trevor George 
Newton Gregory Frands 
Pauley Hayden Raymond 
Peirce Pafrick Vincent 
Powis Warwick Sidney 
Reczek Anthony Arthur 
Riches Allan Joseph 
1977 
Young William Michael 




Evans Roger Fred Kingston 
Neal Ashley Noel 
1964 
Sdiroder Kevin Hugh 
Ziviani Silvano 
1965 
Cartwright Brian Norman 
Knabe Ronald Wolfgang 
Rodden NeU 
Toumay Joseff Chris Warren 
Webster NeviUe Bryan 
1966 
Patterson Anthony Alv?yn 
Talamini Bryson Robert 
Volk Rowley 
1967 
Fikkers John Joseph 
Ivacheff Dmitrie Petrovich 
1968 
Kirkpatrick Raymond Alexander 
Murphy Raymond WilUam 
Swan Robert James 
1969 
Evans Graeme John 
1970 
Attwater Robert Alan 
Clark Geoffrey Roy 
Crawford Anciew Roger 
Madden Frands Robert 
Napper Maxwell James 
Sellers Gregory Jcto 
Sim Terence Gore 
1973 
Edgecombe James Henry 
Ross Bruce Walton 
Tortorici Giuseppe 
1974 
Carter John Joseph 
Lockrey Stephen Henry 
Osterberg Raymond Charles 
Scholes Robert Geoffrey 
Wilson Barry Max 
Hajdarovic MUan Ivan 
Humphrey Terrence Frederick 
1977 
Boyce Grahame John 
Hammonds Wallace Roy 
Jesspop Kenneth Ross 
Kontopoulos Theodore 
Rostirolla Guiseppe Mario 
Terlich Colm Oive 
1978 
Clegg Raymond 
Delahunty Martin Dominic 
Pickett John Joseph 
Teeles Peter Paul 
Wynn John Thomas 
1979 
Hayes RusseU John 
Mcalear Michael James 
BSc(Eng) - Mech 
1962 
Ives Michael Herbert 
Johnston Graham Charles 
Newman Ronald Charles 
1963 
Powell Brian Leslie 
Street Ronald PhUip 
Waghom Graham Harry 
1964 
ComeU Roy Edward 
1966 
Palmer Roger James 
Phillips Ian David 
Raisbeck Charles Stuart 
1967 
Odgers Richard John 
Prosser William Lawrence 
1968 
Ritchie Melvyn Leslie 
1969 
Koppe Wouter Johan 
Mcmahon Barry Robert 
Papson Hardy Erwin 
Zanescojohn Anthony 
1970 
Baily Bruce Wayne 
Delavere Ronald John 
Gripton Michael Thomas 
Halaska Vladimir John 
Hurt John Charles 
Ireland PhilUp James 
Phipps Geoffrey Samuel 
Sirkka Periti Tapio 
1974 
Bourne Brian Frands 
Hetherington PhiUp Anthony 
PhiUips Charles Thomas 
1975 
Innes Robert WUUam 
1976 
Woodland Larry Gordon 
1977 
Wiese Brian Leslie 
BSc(Tech) - Metl 
1962 
AUeyn Anthony George 
Sidaway Donald Henry 
Watts Keith Richard 
1963 
Braddock Donald Alexander 
Comford Donald James 
Devine John Thomas 
Hazel Robert Cedl 
1964 
Brown Warren David 
Connaughton Robin Douglas 
Downie Sidney WiUiam Edwin 
Holland Anthony John 
Stewart WUUam Harvey 
Timms Robert WUson 
1965 
Brophy Christopher Joseph 
Childs Peter WUliam 
Gibson Neil WiUiam 
Graham Robert James 
Hale John Robert 
Jacob Paul LesUe Fitz 
Knowles Barrie 
Turner John Arthur Foyle 
Watts David Anthony 
1966 
Bannister Ian Frederick Robert 
Dunstone Richard Henry 
Edgar George Anthony 
Edwards George Edward 
Ferrier John Mcdermott 
Halpin Stephen 
Hemmings Charles Edward 
HiUs Peter Edward 
Mckenzie Donald 
MitcheU Dennis Gordon James 
Phoebus Anthony Geor^ 
Pomfret James Dennis 
Turner Colin James 
1967 
Bryan PhUip Haldane 
Clarsen Bernard Jacobus 
Cram Anthony Adrian 
Cram Arthur Ernest 
Harrop Edward George 
Ireland Kenneth John 
Martin Michael Peter 
1968 
Chapman Keith WUUam 
Haywood PhiUip Gregory 
Miller Terry MaxweU 
Schneid Georg Karl 
Thomoraft GUbert Norman 
1969 
Atkinson Colin Charles 
Blakers LesUe 
Hudson Anthony John 
Hynd John GUI 
Tomlins Rex Maurice 
1970 
Egan Frands Joseph 
Hynn David Patrick 
Mitchell Brian CampbeU 
Rhodes Maxwell Lachlan 
Wailes Graham Lindsay 
1971 
Owen PhUlip Darcy 
Pengelly Lawrence 
Robinson Raymond Anthony 
1972 
Dunlea Terence John 
FrizeU Robert Neal 
Makin Peter Christopher 
Mcevoy Warren John 
Towns John Lawrence 
1973 
Byron John Vincent 
Cleary John WiUiam 
Dunlea Regina Lee 
Hauler Stephen William 
Hewett John Patrick 
Kowalski Ronald Stephen 
Riley Grahame Thomas 
Thomas Alan 
1974 
Davies Raymond George 
Gallagher Robert Lloyd 
Schmidt Graeme John 
Smithers Bevan John 
Walker Alexander AUan 
1975 
Amadio Luigjno Pasquale 
Barrett Christopher John 
Ellison John Francis 
1976 
Harriman Michael Vidor 
Hordicek Peter Heinz 
Kalusek Michael Kuetaslav 
Kennedy Peter John 
Moor CJiristopher William 
Unicranb Peter Ivan 
1977 
Crouch Warren Geoffrey 
BMath (Hons) 
1979 
Aldis Geoffrey Karl 
1981 




Barlow Michael Glynn 
1986 
Mintoff Joseph Gerald 
BMath 
1979 
Adra Ahmed Rami 
Bongailas Carmen 
Kelly Karen Maree 
Meyer Paul Adrian 
1980 
Piatek Ronald Michael 
Turner RusseU WilUam 
Wilson Lawrence Andrew 
1981 
Davis Bridget Mary 
Entwistle Michael Leonzird 
Hammond Judith Ann 
Harm Karl 





Booth Mary Ann 
Buckley Susan Louise 
Corbanese Katia Mary 
Denniss Thomas 
Herringe Lynette Ann 
1983 
Blomley Stephen Francis 
Djajaputra Honky Budianto 
Ellis Michael John 
Forrester Kathryn Anne 
Green Craig Lance 
Higgins Mctrk Charles 
Holmes Roderick Arthur 
Leung AUoe Lai King 
Morton Michael Alfred 
Overmass Raymond Michael 
Pilcher Peter John 





Warner Winston Oswald 
1984 
Barlow Michael Glynn 
Buecher Cary Anthony 
Carroll Laurie James 
Christian David John 
Clancy Gerard Frands 
Czamy John Michael 
Dawson James Standish 
Evans &onwyn Louise 
Gallagher Adrian Dominic 
Gordon Jeremy John 
Mclennan AUstalr John 
Ramsey Abbas 
Snow David John 
1985 
Bancroft Mark 
Bryars Helen Susan 
Budhihardjo Budhiarti 
Burhanuddin Niny 
Davis Deborah Ann 
Goulding Stephen Peter 
Hensen Karin Angela 
Lim Djoen Kwie 
Mintoff Joseph Gerald 
Nolan Peter Andrew 
Ossington Vidor Raymond 
Saw Boon-Cheng 
Serray Greg 
Warren Mark Geoffrey 
1986 
Bartlau Mark Anthony Adam 
Bow Helen 
Byrnes Andrew John 
Gaud Paul Vincent 
Halil Hassan 
Stokes Steven 
Toucheh Jane Hanna 




Oliver Catherine Anne 
Walpole Gregory Francis 
1988 
Amadio Amanda Jayne 
Hussain Shahidah 
BMath - CompSci 
1986 
Bodey David John 
Hayes Tanya Mciree 
Ly Ai Minh 
Nguyen Loi Thanh 
Toucheh Jane Hanna 
Van Oene Hans 
Wilson Magdy Michad 
Wong Peck Hong 
1987 
Chandra Lenawaty 
Eltridge Pafrick James 
Hardjopranoto Stanislaus 
Hashim Habsah 
Hayward Jeffrey James 
Izurieta Qemente Ignado 




Matesic Paul Srecko 
Nguyen Vu Thinh 
Notoprawiro Soelistijani 
Oitner Cordian 
Rudkin Terence John 
SamAnhQuan 
Totong Mariana S.ElUesjaty 
Wibowo Wrekso Dahono 
1988 
Cung Thuy Dinh 
Lie Ket Tjong 
Suhamy Ajin 
Widjaja Husin 
BEd(Prim) - Conv 
1983 
Batros Beverley Ann 
Bland Wayne DarreU 
Boiler Jennifer Dianne 
Brown Paula 
Bulman Susan Helen 
Cann Warwick Anthony 
Carter NareUe Anne 
Clancy Robyn Anne 
Comerford Louise Patrida 
Hannigan Susan Myree 
King Janet Mary 
Leahy Mary Arm 
Mcnamara Sharon 
Medenis Asfrid Sylva 
Moore Kathryn Therese 
Morton Rosetta May 
Rayner Carol Lomse 
Shepherd WiUiam Edgar 
Weeks Trida Ann 
Williams Peter Brian 
1984 
Barca Steven John 
Brown Peter LesUe 
CoUins Peter Andrew 
Kerr Lesley Anne 
Mungovan Alexandra Mary 
Neil John Walter George 
Peterson Wendy Frances 
Powell Patrida Ann 
Powell Susan Margaret 
Ralph Alma Joan 
Seedsman Jennifer Esther 
Sommerville MicheUe Deborah 
Spence Keiri Louise 
Storey Rosemary Ann 
WaHers Sharon Lee 
White Vicki Elizabeth 
1985 
Bradley Pamela 
Graham Joanne Margaret 
Harvey Grahame LesUe 
Hines David Patrick 
Kavanagh Avril Rosemary 
Massey Robert Stanley 
Moore Susan Therese 
Nisbet Glenn Robert 
Orr JuUe Lynette 
Ryan JennUer Fay 
Seedsman Victoria Therese 
Thompson Peter John Paul 
Wagner Anita 
Warner Joan Catherine 
1986 
Baker Stephen 
Brown Vicki Lorraine 
Burbridge NareUe Stada 
Crouch Suzanne Coral 
Denton Anne Catherine 
Doherty Anne JuUe 
Everitt Wendy Pafrida 
Reck Glenn Raymond 
Forrest JuUa 
Heddles Mary-Anne 
Heffeman Andrew Barry 
Heins Judith 
Johnston Barbara Mary 
Newton Merlyn 
Sutherland Deborah Gai 
Thiering Debra Anne 
Tomkins Glenys Lesley 
Walker Peter Malcolm 
1987 
de Brayn Caron Ann 
Bomemann Qaudia 
Carter Jean Patrida 
Ellsmore Mark 
English Terri Maree 
Farquhar Bruce Jonathan 
Formby Anthony Lawrence 
Herbom Therese Anne 
Ireland Bemadine Therese 
Mckee Therese Mary 
Mclnnes Peter Clarke 
Parker Christine Mary 
Pollock John WiUiam 
Robinson Catherine 
Russell Ruth Alison 
Stewart Glenn 
Thirlwell Lynette Carol 




Rasmussen Garry Christian 
Rogers Anne Karen 
1989 
McGee-Flanigan Patrida Mary 
Thomas Jennifer Maree 
Bryant Catherine Anne 
BEd - Phy/HlthEd 
1982 
Battaerd Cheryl Gai 
Millar Gordon Charles 
Shaw Suz£mne Margaret 
Tranter Heather Rose 
Trist Diane Margaret 
Trist LesUe Gordon 
Wickham Jennifer May 
Wilson Susan Vicki 
1983 
Alexander Lynette Jane 
Goodhew Wendy Susan 
Griffiths Alan Geoffrey 
MiUigan Jennifer Anne 
Mitchell-Cowan Sharron Marie 
Robertson Jenny Goidon 
Shepherd Gregory Arthur 
Sheridan BeUnda Marie 
Wagner Stephen Ross 
WUkie Ruth Margaret 
1984 
Arrowsmith Glenda May 
Brown Karen Marie 
Cork Margaret Ann 
Kerridge Jan Michelle 
Killeen Seamus Patrick 
Perusco Damien Michael 
Proctor Kim 
Stace Karyn Pafrida 
Thorbum Annette Louise 
Whant Pafricia Jean 
1985 
Carr Joann Maxine 
Clancy Jennifer Elizabeth 
Core Anne Isabel 
Cotton Lois Meredith 
Hopkins Bruce Fergus 
Kay Gregory Stuart 
Murtagh Amanda Jane 
NichoIIs Sean Anthony 
Redwood Warick Paul 
Rotherham Jo-Anne Marie 
Sims Tracy Maree 
Stacey Alan Gerald 
Weston Daniel Simon 
Wright Mark Anthony 
Yates Noel Kenneth 
1986 
Mann AUson Joy 
Medcalf Nicole Marie 
1987 
Ashcroft Christopher William 
Elliott Sharon Anne 
Hull Anne Margery 
1988 
Hardy Jeffrey CoUn 
1989 
Higgins Patrick John 
Kent Alan George 
BEd - Phy/Hlth - Conv 
1984 
Batterham Jennifer Ann 
Harrison Vicki 
Martin Gary Philip 
Walsh Christine Anne 
Wilson Christine 
Wilson Suzanne Margaret 
1985 
Burling Cheryl Marie 
Hempenstall Peter Michael 
Laybutt Terrence Edward 
Masters Robert Bruce 
O'Brien Mark James 
Syme Andrew PhilUp 
1986 
Carroll Catherine 
Deakin Susan Annette 
Hill Laurene Annette 
Lomasjohn 
Morgan John Ewen 
Roots David Bruce 
1987 
Kentwell Alan Charles 
Loneragan Rod Francis Gordon 
Noon Edward Anthony 
Thomas David Shane 
1988 
GUlett Peter John 
Harris MaxweU Douglas 
Hemsworth Mark Douglas 
Richards Penelope 
1989 
Landy Rodney James 
BEd(Sec) - E/Hist - Conv 
1986 
Keane Toni Maree 
Mcclay Jennifer Grace 
Paviour Kim Maree 
1987 
Cronk Michael John 
Ryan Lynne Maree 
1988 
Kriflik Lynda Susan 
BEd(Sec) - Math - Conv 
1986 
Fitzgibbons Martin Lyle 
Mcdermott Christopher AUan 
1987 
Murphy John Stephen 
Robstm Geoffrey Thomas 
Van Doom Jan 
1988 
Booth Mark Ernest 
BEd(Sec) - Eng/Hist 
1986 
Delich Michael 
Mitchell MicheUe Anne 
1987 
Wright Gregory Robert 
1988 
Collis Joanne Sharee 
Rogan Karyn Lea 
1989 
Connolly Merryn 
DipTeach(Prim) - Conv 
1982 
Allen Vivienne Joy 
Couper Louise Isabd 
Nielsen Connie 
Peterson Wendy Frances 
Powell Patrida Ann 
Rawling Coral Beverley 
White Deborah Mary 
White Juditii May 
1983 
Everitt Wendy Pafrida 
Murray-Prior Bronwen Muriel 
Steinke Ina Harmina 
Wilkins Jennifer Joan 
1984 
Brown Vicki Lorraine 
Milner Elaine Margaret 
1985 
Edwards Timothy Ian 
Mason Patrida 





Bums Louise EUen 




Pink Margaret Louise 
DipTeach(Prim) 
1982 
Alliston Terri Marie 




Burke Meran Ruth 
Cartledge JuUe Gae 
Dorgan Shirley 
English Terri Maree 
Heins Judith 
Henson KeUie Margaret 
John Eileen Mary 
Johnston Maurice Ian 
Marrello Agata Carol 
Mcguinn Suzanne Lorraine 
Mueller Bettina 
O'ConneU JuUe Ann 
Sarandis Elva 
Sell Kenneth Norman 
Sidliano Michael 
Smith LesUe James 
Smith Robyn Louise 
Vernon GaU Theresa 
1983 
Dietrich Robyn Lynne 
Dopper Ddrdre 
Fen som Donna 
Grose Scott Anthony 
Heffeman Andrew Barry 
Lloyd Jacqueline Shfrley 
Mccormack Deborah Ann 
Pescud Donald Christopher 
Smith Lisa Anne 
Starr Vicki Karen 
Thirlwell Lynette Carol 
1984 
Andrews Maureen Terese 
Baxter Jane EUzabeth 
Brew David Martin 
Coll Tracey Carolyn 
Cronin Lynette Patrida 
Farquhar Bruce Jonathan 
Cillet Belinda Jean 
Goodger Barbara Jean 
Heslin Penny Lorraine 
I'Anson Jennine Teresa 
Ireland Bemadine Therese 
Kopecky Deborah Ann 
Leonard Terri 
Sheedy Jennifer Ruth 
Shipton Hilary Anne 
Simpson Meryl Anne 
Stokes Maree Lynn 
Waibel Ute 
Williams Karen LyneUe 
Wilson Lesley Jane 
1985 
Bannerman Victoria Anne 
O'Grady Marea Frances 
Phelps Richard Thurston 
1986 
Aldous Robert Roy 
Chalmers Garry 
Vincenzini Karen Anne 




Wilcock Joan Maree 
DipTeach(Sec) - Math 
1982 
Jackson Paul Robert 
1983 
Ibrahim Hancey 
DipTeach(Sec) - E/H 
1982 
Eriksson Patrida Marie 
Keane Toni Maree 
Parkinson Dennese Joan 
Ryan Lynne Maree 
1983 
Kriflik Lynda Susan 
DipTeach - PhyEd 
1982 
Hogan Craig Jeffery 
1983 
MUes Robert Ian 
Dip App Sc(Nursing) 
1987 
Chapman Rosalind Anne 
Clarke Nicola Jane 
Cox JuUe Dianne 
James Hden Maree 
Miller Suzanne 
1988 
Dryden Leanne EUzabeth 
Quiring Mary Louise 
1989 




DipAppSc(Nurs) - Conv 
1989 
Healy Caroline Elizabeth 
AssocDipArts - PA^ 
1983 
Burgess Rita Noaleen 
Fishlock Peter 
Laurie Robert Graham 
Nyland Jane 
Ryan Stephen Patrick 
Stewart Kenneth Robert 
1984 
Blakey Maria Edmee 
Bridge Paul Andrew 
Farrington Helen Patricia 
Gary Roger Haoapa 




Serko John Antonio 
1986 
Danusaputra Himawan 
Ivers Sheme Pafrick 
Painter Michael Anderson 
1987 
Armstrong Ian Robert 
Senjaya Willy 
South Lois Amanda 
1988 
Hadiprodjo Moeljadi 








Healy Andrew Thomas 
Small Cathie Sue 
1987 
Mullan Michele Mary 
AssocDipArts - Perf 
1984 




Moon Scott Andrew 






Maher Grahame John 
GDipEdStud(Hlth) 
1982 
Cotiam Penelope Anne 
Davidson Regina Letitia 
Heald GiUian Marjorie 
Hopley Bryant WUUam 
Jones Yvome Anne 
Robinson Lynette Ruth 




Howard Gregory John 
GDipEdStud(SecMath) 
1982 
Bogema Andrew Keith 
Co<man Ann Louise 






Delandre Stuart Ray 
Humphreys 
Shane Kathleen Steel 
Mckellar Robert Michael 
Shearer Gregory Edward 
GDipEdStud(SchAdmn) 
1982 
Boniface Stephen Charles 




Hyam Michael Thomas 
1985 
Jasiak Sr Aniela 




Roodenrys Paul Frands 
Street Kevin James 
1987 
Court Bernard James 
GDipEdStud(R/ESL) 
1982 
Carlon EUzabeth Marjorie 
Hedley Meika Ann 
Mcgoldrick Terry John 
Mcmahon Gayle Therese 




Paviour Loma EUen 




Pogson Jacqueline Mary 
Rosier Carolyn Joy 
Wilms Margaret Anne 
1986 
Brown Kristine Maria 
Sutherland Beverley Anne 
1987 
Buckton Ross Albert 
Fogarty Qifford 
Tuziak Kathleen Mary 
1988 
Barrett Luke Adrian Douglas 
Walker Kathryn Joy 
1989 
Mukherjee Lyndal Jane 






Wilkinson John WUUam 
1987 
Becker David Charles 
Meehan Janette EUzabeth 
GDipOccHlthSaf 
1986 
Thompson Barry Robert 
BCA - Perf 
1985 
Bunn Paul Walter 
1986 
Farrington Helen Patricia 
Snyder Glenda Margaret 
1987 
Caines Christopher Charles 
Frands Donald Stephen 
Griffiths AUison Ann 




Gabbe Joanne Marilyn 
Hilliard Carolyn Anne 
1989 
Kobin Andrew Francis 
Lynch Sue-EUen Maree 
1990 
Berry Scott Duncan 
BCA - Visual 
1985 
Laurie Robert Graham 
Sargent Miirgaret Patrida 
1986 
Blakey Mzuia Edmee 
Gavriloski Cole 
Martin Donna Marie 
Prculovski Norm Naum 
Preston Denise May 
Smith Lynnette Ann 
1987 
Burgess Rita Noaleen 
Moore Timothy Julian 
1988 
Bonner Geoftey John 
Carbonel Esquerolea Maria 
Teresa 
Presser Frances Merrilyn 
1990 
Katalinic Mary Jadranka 
BCA (Hons) 
1990 
Beny Scott Duncan 
BAppScKHmn Mvmt) 
1987 
GuiUiaus Lynn Janette 
1988 




Johnston Christine Elaine 
XI 
UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG 
MEMENTOS 
The following items may be ordered by completing the form below and returning it 
with your cheque or postal money order to: 
Alumni Officer, University of Wollongong 
PO Box 1144, WOLLONGONG NSW 2500 
Price Quantity Cost 
A$ requested A$ 
Lapel pin 4.00 
Key ring (University crest on leather f o b ) . . . . 6.50 
Wall Plaque * (15 x 18cms - Coat of Arms 
mounted on varnished wood) 48.00 
University of Wollongong: An Illustrated 18.00 
History, by Josie Castle 
Sheaffer ballpoint pen (gold laser engraved 
with University's name and crest) 
Please specify colour: Black or Burgundy 55.00 
Teaspoon (Stuart): plain or flute (specify). . . . 7.00 
Letter opener 9.00 
Fridge magnet 3.00 
Thimble 5.50 
Coaster (single) 4.50 
Sticker (with University crest) 2.00 
T-shirt*: black/navy/red/turquoise blue 
Please specify size and colour 14.50 
Polo shirt*: black/navy/royal blue/white 
Please specify size and colour 28.00 
Sweatshirt*: black/navy/royal blue/white 
Please specify size and colour 28.00 
Hooded sweatshirt* with front pockets: 
navy only (Sizes ML and XL) 
Please specify size 30.00 
Zip-up jacket* (sweatshirt material): 
black/royal blue (Sizes ML and XL only) 
Please specify size and colour 39.50 
NB: Postage and packaging is included, but for those items marked with an asterisk (*) please add 
A$5.00 for overseas orders. 
I enclose a cheque/postal money order (or if overseas, bank draft drawn on an Australian bank) payable to 
the University of Wollongong for A$ for the items indicated above. 




Telephone: Work: Home: 
ANY ENQUIRIES MAY BE DIRECTED TO THE ALUMNI OFHCE: A 





G RAHAM CREARY is a graduate of the original MBA class at WoUon-
gong. He enroUed initially in the Diploma 
and then the Master of Management 
courses and was very pleased to be able to 
complete his studies by taking out a Master 
of Business Administration. He is particu-
larly grateful to Professor JuUan Lowe for 
his part in introducing the MBA degree to 
the University. 
When Graham first began his studies he 
was employed by Sun Alliance Australia 
Limited. His aim at that stage was to fur-
ther his career in the insurance industry. 
In 1986/ however, he began his own busi-
ness and now manages his own insurance 
agency, Gramon Insurance Agencies Pty 
Ltd, at Caringbah in Sydney. 
Graham says that MBA course helped him 
to reaUse opportunities and gave him the 
confidence to go into business for himself. 
The skiUs he learned at Wollongong Uni-
versity, particularly in the area of problem 
solving, have helped .him in setting up 
and running the agency. He believes that 
the strength of the MBA course lies in the 
way it broadens one's approach to prob-
lems and possible options. 
Graham has joined the Graduate Manage-
ment Association (GMA) and believes he 
may be the only current member who has 
graduated from Wollongong. The Asso-
ciation membership is open only to MBA 
r' n 
ALUMNI RESPONSE FORM 
I Tell US where you are, what you're doing... and please send a 
I picture - black and white if possible and with good contrast. 
I Name (please print) 
I Address 
I Postal code _ Country. 
Home phone. _ Work phone _ 
I Degree(s) held 
Year(s) of Graduation 
Notes and news 
I 
(Please use extra paper) 
I am happy for you to publish these details. 
Signature. 
L 
Please send to: 
JuUet Richardson 
Alumni Officer Date 
University of Wollongong, PO Box 1144, 
Wollongong, NSW 2500, Australia. 
J 
graduates, who are able to keep their 
management skills up-to-date through 
workshops, boardroom briefings and so on. 
Monthly Itmcheon meetings are also held 
with leading business people, poUticans 
and educators as guest speakers. Graham 
adds that joining the GMA is recom-
mended for aU MBA graduates. 
Graham is keen to hear from other MBA 
graduates from the University of Wollon-
gong, beUeving that this sort of networking 
can only be mutually beneficial. He can be 
contacted by telephone (02) 525 8966, or 
by facsimile (02) 524 9278. 
PAPUA NEW GUINEA 
STUDENTS CELEBRATE 
INDEPENDENCE DAY 
STUDENTS from Papua New Guinea held a function at Campus East to 
celebrate the 16th Anniversary of their 
country's independence. On 16 Septem-
ber 1975 Papua New Guinea ceased to be 
a United Nations Trust Territory under 
Australian Administration and became an 
independent country. 
More than 20 students from PNG who are 
currently enrolled at this University 
together with their families hosted the 
independence celebration. Papua New 
Guinean students from other universities 
in New South Wales also attended with 
their famUes, as well as staff and students 
from the University and members of the 
local community who have a connection 
with PNG. 
The guest of honour was the Vice-
ChanceUor, Professor Ken McKinnon, who 
was Director of Education in Papua New 
Guinea from 1966 to 1973. Also present 
was Mr Misty Baloiloi, Deputy Vice-
Chancellor of the Papua New Guinea 
University of Technology, Lae, who is 
currently on secondment to the University. 
Over 170 people attended the celebration 
where traditional 'mumu' (food cooked 
in a pit Uned with hot stones) and a spit 
roast of pork was shared. There was also a 
flag raising ceremony accompanied by 
speeches. 
The event was considered a great success 
and plans are already under way for an 
even bigger independence celebration next 
year. 
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F ROM different coimtries and studying unrelated courses, Irene Hsu and 
Daniel Van Blerkom never expected to 
meet one another and find they had so 
much in common. 
Irene began her studies in Taiwan, enroUed 
in a TAFE-like coUege course in pathol-
ogy. But her interests were drawn to 
dietetics and with a knowledge of EngUsh 
from high school classes she chose Aus-
tralia, in particular WoUongong, to further 
her studies. While at the Uruversity, Irene 
Uved at International House and it was 
here that she met Daniel. 
Although he had oiUy a year to go in order 
to complete his degree in electrical engi-
neering at the University of Califorrua, 
Berkeley, Daniel decided he wanted to 
travel before graduating. The exchange 
student program gave him a chance to 
visit AusfraUa without putting his studies 
on hold, and although it added extra work 
to his degree requirements, Daniel arrived 
in WoUongong in February 
of this year - also boarding 
at International House. 
Irene's sketchy English did 
not prepare her for slang 
terms and fast AusfraUan 
talkers; and essay writing in 
a second language proved a 
problem. A friend recom-
mended she ask Daniel - an 
American exchange student 
she had first met in the din-
ing haU - for help. Daiuel 
was happy to co-operate, 
and they have been together 
since. 
Just four months later, 
Daniel and Irene decided 
to make a permanent 
commitment. The first 
announcement of their 
plans for marriage took 
their friends and parents 
by surprise, but all were 
supportive; Irene's parents 
flew out from Taiwan, and 
Daniel's mother from 
America, to attend the 
ceremony held on August 
10 beside the University 
duckpond. Their decision 
to choose the University 
was a simple one - not just a symbol of 
where they met but, to a struggling stu-
dent couple, it was free. 
Irene completed her Bachelor of Science 
degree majoring in nutrition at the end of 
the autumn session and graduated in Oc-
tober; she is currently working with the 
Department of PubUc Health and Nutri-
tion untU November, when she and Daniel 
wUl move to America. 
Once Daniel completes a final semester at 
Berkeley, they are hoping to start graduate 
courses at vmiversities in California the 
foUowing year, and are both plaiming to 
work in Taiwan over the hoUday breaks. 
But before they resume their studies, a 
honejmioon in New Zealand is planned, 
as there was no time after their wedding 
for such a luxury. 
No longer Uving at Intemational House, 
Daniel and Irene feel marriage has 
changed Utile between them, apart from 
being the first 'couple' among their friends. 
It was something neither of them expected 
when they came to WoUongong - although 
before he left for Australia, Daniel re-
members his mother saying, 'Do whatever 




WISNU Edi Pratignyo graduated in 1990 with a Master of Arts m Inter-
national Relations. He is now employed 
as a diplomat, working at the Indonesian 
Embassy in Moscow. He has been there 
for the past four months and comments 
on the 'tremendous stage in its political 
Ufe' ciirrently being experienced by the 
Soviet Union. 
Wisnu works in the economic section of 
the Indonesian Embassy where his job is 
to morutor the economic development of 
the Soviet Uruon in general, and Soviet-
Indonesian economic cooperation in 
particular. 
He says he is looking forward to visiting 
the University of Wollongong again 
sometune in the future, and would Uke to 
meet any other Wollongong University 
graduates who are m Moscow or Europe. 
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HONG KONG DINNER FOR ALUMNI 
A UNIVERSITY of Wollongong rexmion dinner was held in Hong 
Kong on August 29 for graduates, former 
staff and other contacts of the University. 
The venue was the Jumbo Floating 
Restaurant at Aberdeen Harbovir and over 
70 people attended. More than half were 
graduates, predominantly from the 
Commerce and Engineering faculties. 
The everung was hosted by the Deputy 
Chancellor, Dr Brian GiUett, who stressed 
the benefits to alumni of remaining in 
contact with the University and with each 
other. 
As a result of the excitement generated by 
the reunion some of the graduates have 
agreed to assist in setting up a Hong Kong 
chapter of the University of Wollongong 
Alumni Association. 
Professor Tony Ng, formerly Associate 
Professor of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering at the University, and now 
Professor of Electric and Electronic Engi-
neering at the University of Hong Kong, 
has given strong support to this initiative 
and attended the diimer with his wife, 
also a WoUongong graduate. 
The special guests included representa-
tives from Shue Yan College, the Hang 
Seng School of Commerce, the Education 
Department and the Australian Alunmi 
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Addressing the reunion is Dr Brian Gillett, the University Deputy Clwncellor. Seated at left is Professor 
Tony Ng, of the University of Hong Kong, and at the right, Mr TPNgof the Education Department 
Association of Hong Kong, as weU as the 
Australian Trade Commissioner and the 
Manager of the Australian Education 
Centre. Also present were the famiUes of 
some of our currently eiuroUed students 
and the University's representative in 
Hong Kong. 
The evening was highly successful. As weU 
as the deUght of catching up with old 
friends, the graduates particularly appre-
ciated seeing a video about developments 
at the University and showing them many 
fairUliar sights, as weU as some imfamiUar 
ones such as the new swimming pool. 
FRIENDS' NEW EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
Ms ELLEMIEKE Foulds has been appointed Executive Officer for the 
Friends of the University of Wollongong. 
She is no stranger to the University since 
she worked for some months v^th Pro-
fessor Gordon Wallace in the Department 
of Chemistry. 
EUemieke, who likes to caUed Mickey, 
holds an MSc in chemistry from the Uru-
versity of Cape Town, South Africa, 
where she was a junior lecturer. She has 
also had considerable organisational and 
managerial experience in the private 
sector. 
Before emigrating to Australia Ms Foulds 
was the Catalysis Research Group 
Administrator at the University of the 
Witwatersrand, Johaimesburg, where her 
duties included management of the 
group's finances and accounts, organising 
conferences, production of pubUc relations 
material and commuivicating iirfonnation 
to business, industry and the media. 
Mickey is employed part-time and is based 
in the Planning and Marketing Branch of 
Administration. Her telephone number is 
(042) 21 3169. 
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First history of the University published 
OUR UNIVERSITY 
T H E FIRST FORTY 
YEARS 
\^ S THIS issue of the Outlook closes for 
/ \ press so too does another publi-
•*• - ^ cation: a first-time published 
history of the University of Wollongong. 
The work is produced for the University's 
alumni, and also for wider, general distri-
bution. Entitled University of Wollongong -
an Illustrated History, it became available 
in October. The coupon on page 17 is pro-
vided to simplify purchase by (and 
guarantee early delivery to) students and 
staff and the ten-thousand-plus off-cam-
pus readers of the Outlook. 
The History covers the period 1951 to 1991, 
40 years during which the University ad-
vanced from a regional outpost of the New 
South Wales University of Technology to 
the independent, high-profile seat of 
learning we know today. 
The work is rigorously researched and 
tightly written. Author of the History is 
Josie Castle, lecturer in History - and au-
thor of very considerable talent - in the 
Josie Castle 
Department of History and PoUtics in the 
Faculty of Arts. On these pages she 
explains the background to the History and 
provides a brief outline of the ground 
covered by the work. 
George WUson 
THE UNIVERSITY of WoUongong began in 1951 as the WoUon-gong Division of the New South 
Wales University of Technology. For Aus-
fraUa this university of technology was a 
departure from traditional tertiary teach-
ing in its dedication to the appUed sciences 
and in its efforts to be a state-wide univer-
sity with country feeder colleges. Its 
establishment was the state government's 
positive and innovative response to the 
serious deficiencies in technical education 
revealed by the demands of war and the 
needs of the flourishing post-war metals 
industries. The New South Wales State 
Labor Government and its advisers from 
industry were committed to increasing the 
supply of engineers, metallurgists and 
chemists. An essential element of this plan 
was the establishment of Divisions in the 
steel and mining towns of WoUongong, 
Newcastle and Broken Hill. 
From these limited beginnings the Uni-
versity of WoUongong has developed into 
a full University offering a wide range of 
courses outside the technologies and 
recruiting students both nationally and 
internationally. Forty years ago the steel 
industry needed engineers and metaUur-
gists above aU else. Now this need has 
lessened but there is increased demand 
for people with Arts and Commerce 
Josie Castle writes ... 
X A T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ history of one's 
1 / \ / own workplace is difficult 
\ V but rewarding. Being a player 
is a decided advantage, although it 
doesn't reduce the slog of tracing 
documents and pictures (and their 
captions) and pinpointing events. 
Like any history, the Illustrated History 
is selective and thematic. It seeks to 
provide an interpretive view of the 
University and to suggest answers as 
to why it was founded and how it came 
to be the organisation it is today. The 
context of explanation is the evolution 
of tertiary education in Australia since 
1945, and the shapmg poUdes of federal 
and state governments. Material came 
from manuscript and printed sources 
and from past and present members of 
the University community, who wUUngly 
gave interviews providing insights into 
such issues as autonomy, academic devel-
opment and organisational modes. 
The History does not seek to form a com-
prehensive account of every academic 
department, nor of the administration. The 
problem throughout has been one of com-
pression: of deciding what had to be 
included and what could be left out. 
Discretion has also prevented the record-
ing of some material. One example is the 
demateriaUsation of Lord de Lisle's per-
sonal standard from the College flagpole 
at the opening ceremony. To the anguish 
of the administiration the Governor-Gen-
eral was forced to leave Wollongong 
vdthout it. A week was to pass before it 
magically rematerialised. 
The idea for this History came from Jim 
Langridge, who moreover found funds 
for research assistance. Support and 
encouragement came from Ted 
Wolfers, who arranged several blocks 
of writing time for me. Jim Hagan was 
invaluable for suggesting orgaiusing 
themes and recounting experiences 
as an active participant throughout the 
University's formative years. Michael 
Organ brought his skiUs as a researcher 
and his enthusiasm for local history. 
Andrew Wells was a supportive critic. 
Archivists Aimabel Lloyd and Laurie 
Dillon were unfailingly helpful. Rob 
Hood subjected page proofs to 
rigorous scrutiny. Merryn Wood of The 
Mercury cheerfully suppUed pictures. 
Fmally George Wilson has lent his 
editorial skills and literary flair to 
shapmg the manuscript. 
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degrees and in new areas such as Infor-
matics. There remains a nucleus of 
students under sponsorship in the applied 
scientific courses; but businesses and the 
community are also interested in training 
economists, accountants and managers, 
and the majority of students no longer has 
a connection with the steel works. Since 
the late sixties national demand for 
graduates with training in Arts, Com-
merce, Medicine and Law has grown 
vigorously, keeping pace with the growth 
of tertiary sector employment since 1945. 
The university has diversified its research 
and scholarship and now offers a wide 
range of subjects to students originating 
in locations as far apart as Sydney, Hong 
Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia and the USA. 
Progress has been dramatic. Forty years 
ago staff at a divisional outpost prepared 
undergraduates in diploma and degree 
conversion courses. Honours students 
transferred to the parent university. There 
were very few postgraduates. Staff were 
mainly junior, conducting teaching and 
research with proportionately fewer 
amenities and less money than were 
avaUable in metropolitan universities. To-
day with senior staff and a wide range of 
undergraduate and postgraduate courses 
the University holds a respected place in 
the corpus of Australian universities. Its 
Vice-ChanceUor chairs the Australian Vice-
Chancellors' Committee, the most senior 
consultative body for universities in Aus-
tralia, making the University of 
Wollongong a significant element in 
shaping national policy on tertiary 
education. 
King of Gnognollow and courtiers. 
Orientation Week 1975 
At the laying of the foundation stone of the Mechanical Engineering Trades Workshop of the new Wollongong 
Technical College on Saturday 19 December 1942. The opening ceremony was carried out by the Hon CUve 
Evatt KC, then Minister for Education. The building was part of a plan for a complete new college and a new 
high school 
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THE CENTRE for Multicultural Studies (CMS) at the University of Wollongong was the first research 
and specialist teaching centre in Australia 
to concentrate on issues of immigration 
and the social consequences of cultural 
and linguistic diversity. In many ways it 
has pioneered work in this area and its 
publications have influenced government 
policy and scholarship alike. Dr Mary 
Kalantzis has been part of the CMS for 
seven years. Her commitment to the work 
of the Centre comes primarily from a very 
personal sense of responsibility to contrib-
ute to the understanding of Australian 
history and society from a more hoUstic 
perspective. She beUeves that for too long 
the issues that relate to the indigenous 
peoples and those uiunigrants who did not 
emanate directly from Britain have been 
regarded as marginal - relegated aU too often 
to the realm of social weUare and benevolent 
paternalism. 
Mary Kalantzis' achievement has been to 
contribute to scholarship that locates the 
contribution of these people at the very 
centre of the making of Australia. She 
insists that the material and economic 
contributions of these people to the making 
of the nation have been too frequently 
overlooked, as have the conditions in 
which they have worked and lived. 
Mary has always chosen to do work that 
has a twofold nature - the restorative work 
of recognising the diversity of the Austral-
ian people on the one hand and, on the 
other hand, the task of reconstructing 
Australia as a new sort of community 
where people can comfortably relate on 
three levels without one level excluding 
the others: as members of diverse local or 
ethnic communities; as members of the 
Australian community; and inevitably as 
participants in a global marketplace where 
the issue of cultural and linguistic diver-
sity is just as pressing as it is locaUy.These 
concerns are reflected in Mary's doctoral 
thesis. White Man Dreaming, a history of 
immigration and Aboriginal poUcies from 
1945 to 1967. They have also found a 
Dr Mary Kalantzis, Director of the Centre for 
Workplace Communication and Culture, a joint 
undertaking of the Centre for Multicultural Studies 
at the University of Wollongong and the University 
ofTechnology,Sydney.DrKalantzishasco-authored 
three books,written many research reports and journal 
articles on the subject of multiculturalism, and is 
well known for her research, nationally and 
internationally 
broader audience through Mistaken Iden-
tity: Multiculturalism and the Demise of 
National Identity, co-authored with CMS 
coUeagues Stephen Castles, Bill Cope and 
Michael Morrissey. First published in 1988, 
a second edition of this book was pub-
lished in 1990. It has been hailed by Donald 
Home as 'a masterpiece of academic 
popularisation' and one of the 50 books 
every Australian should read and 
definitely own (The Weekend Australian 
Magazine). 
Mary claims that Australia is much more 
advanced in its debates about cultural 
diversity than many other parts of the world. 
Indeed her selection from an uitemational 
pool as the Fulbright Scholar-in-Residence 
for the academic year 1990-1991 by Keene 
State CoUege (a part of the University of 
New Hampshire) reflects tiiis. This position 
afforded Mary not only the opportunity to 
leam about another country's way of dealing 
with cultural cUversity but also provided her 
with the opportunity to test how useful the 
AusfraUan experience was in anotiier context. 
Indeed, during her time in the USA, she 
was inundated with requests to speak 
about the approaches to cultural diversity 
in schooUng and social poUcy that have 
been developed in Australia. People in 
the USA were particularly receptive to her 
arguments that education has an impor-
tant contribution to make in preparing 
people to recognise that they need to be 
negotiating a new mainstream, not just 
defending and maintaining pockets of 
cultural difference, and to be equipped 
with the skills for this task. Social policy 
makers need to recognise that, at both the 
local and the global levels, the issue of 
diversity is becoming more and more 
prominent. Nations in a new world order 
need no longer define themselves around 
a single ethnic descriptor. Rather they need 
to embody a set of values that all can caU 
their own with integrity. They need to 
view diversity not as a threat to social 
cohesion but as a contribution to social 
vitality, creativity and wellbeing. 
Mary has returned from America to take 
up the position of Director in a new 
undertaking, the Centre for Workplace 
Communication & Culture (CWCC). This 
is a joint venture between CMS Wollon-
gong and the University of Technology, 
Sydney, in association with the National 
Languages Institute of Australia. The 
object of the Centre is to conduct research 
and develop training programs on the 
issue of cultural and Unguistic diversity in 
the workplace: from schools to restaurants, 
from the local council office to the factory 
floor. The aim of the CWCC will be to find 
ways to assist in eUminating any barriers 
that cultural difference might make to 
efficient participation. It will also try to 
develop strategies whereby cultural 
difference might be used as a positive 
resource, contributing to national arid 
international competitiveness by fostering 
creativity and maximising productivity. 
No nation can any longer disregard this 
task and Australia has shown great 
initiative with recent measures such as the 
training levy and industry restructuring. 
Managing cultural diversity is, however, 
still a relatively new area of research and 
practice, and one fraught with dUemmas. 
Mary hopes that this new venture wUl 
continue the tradition of the CMS in 
producing work that is exemplary both in 
theory and practice. 
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May graduation ceremonies 
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MARKING AN IMPORTANT ANNIVERSARY 
DURING the first week of May, ceremonies and celebrations were held to mark the 30th Anniver-
sary of the founding of Wollongong Uni-
versity College and the graduation of the 
1,443 students who had satisfied require-
ments for their degrees at the end of 1990. 
Two notable citizens of Wollongong were 
also made Fellows of the University. Mr 
Harold Hanson, prominent local solicitor. 
Chairman of the University Foundation's 
Establishment Committee, a Director of 
the Friends of the University and a former 
University Council member, was awarded 
a Fellowship for his continuing commit-
ment to the University's development and 
his achievements in the lUawarra commu-
nity. The Reverend Raymond Heslehurst, 
AngUcan Chaplain to the University since 
1983, was awarded a Fellowship for his 
services to the University, in particular his 
work for the welfare of students. 
'Raymond Heslehurst 
A succession of prominent speakers 
throughout the week highlighted some of 
the most urgent issues facing the Austral-
ian community. 
A common theme of striving for excel-
lence and social responsibility was evident 
in aU the speeches as being imperative for 
the future prosperity of this country. 
The Hon Barry Jones, Professorial FeUow, 
gave the University Day Address on May 6. 
Harold Hanson, with his wife Ann and son Ted 
He called on Australians to demonstrate 
more 'intellectual energy' and academics 
in particular to contribute more to the 
public debate on major issues. 
'We need intelUgence now more than ever,' 
he said. 'Unfortunately, many academic 
institutions are dropping out of the pubUc 
debate on major issues, just when your 
inputs are needed.' He reminded his au-
dience that Australia has a profoundly 
anti-intellectual tradition compounded by 
a materialist obsession that all values have 
dollars signs on them. 
'This view is especially strong in the "in-
visible college" of Canberra's mandarins, 
far more powerful than the "invisible col-
lege" of the acadennics,' he added. 
Professor Jones concluded by looking 
ahead. 'We might, by the year 2000, have 
returned to a binary system of tertiary 
education, either de facto or de jure, recog-
nising, with hindsight, that different 
people have different needs, and that in-
stitutions can and should provide a variety 
of approaches, not aU necessarily under 
the title of university.' 
At the Commerce graduation ceremony, 
Mr George Maltby, former chief executive 
of OTC, and Deputy Chairperson of the 
Uiuversity's lUawarra Technology Corpo-
ration, gave the new graduates sound 
advice as they embarked on their careers 
during a difficult and complex time in 
Australia's development. 
He said that retraining in a chosen speci-
ality is likely to be an ongoing and never 
ending process. 
Your occupation is likely to change at 
least four times in your working life,' he 
said, 'and you may finish up in a career 
far apart from your expectations today or 
your undergraduate training - so you need 
to stay flexible and mobile. 
'Remember also that in industry nobody 
will spoon feed you, they are all too busy, 
so you will have to leam to find out for 
yourself what has to be done, then do it 
for yourself. 
'If you become adept at that, people wUl 
find time for you because they see you as 
a valuable resource.' 
Other speakers were former senator and 
now Professor of Community Medicine, 
University of NSW, Professor Peter 
Baume; Director, Art Gallery of NSW, 
Edmund Capon; Chairperson of ABC, 
lawyer and member of the University 
Council, Robert Somervaille; and Assist-
ant Director General, South Coast Region 
Department of Education, Dr Terence 
Burke. 
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Wide range of sporting facilities 
RECREATION FITNESS -
YOU'RE INVITED 
TO JOIN IN 
THE Recreation and Sports Associa-tion on campus will be famiUar to many from their student days at 
WoUongong. But how many readers are 
aware of the fuU range of facUities now 
avaUable to staff, students and alumni? 
Did you know, for example, that the Uni-
versity now has a 50-metre outdoor heated 
swimming pool? And a 6000 sq metre 
synthetic hockey field? 
And did you also know that any Wollon-
gong graduate can become a graduate 
member of the University of Wollongong 
Recreation and Sports Association? AU that 
is required is proof of your university 
qualification and payment of a subscrip-
tion fee ($68 a year). So, if you stiU Uve in 
the WoUongong area, you are strongly en-
couraged to pursue a healthy lifestyle by 
making use of the facilities and programs 
offered by the Association. 
The facUities provided include a two-court 
sports staditmi, four glass-backed squash 
courts, three tennis coxirts, the swunming 
pool, the hockey/sports surface, three 
natural grass playing fields and a gymna-
sium for weights/cu-cuit training. 
The Aquatic Centre, which was opened 
last year, offers a wide range of activities 
including learn-to-swim and swim-for-
fitness classes, aquarobics, water polo, 
squad training and of course lap swim-
ming and the opportunity just to have a 
dip. The leam-to-swim program caters for 
all ages from three and the instructors are 
highly qualified and friendly. Pool tem-
perature is maintained at 24-26 deg C 
which means you can swim aU year round. 
The Hockey Centre, a recent addition to 
the facUities, claims that once you have 
played, trained or coached on its 6000 sq 
metre astrograss surface, you wUl never 
want to return to natural grass. The syn-
thetic surface aUows training to continue 
in wet weather when the grass fields are 
washed out. Not only hockey but sports 
such as soccer, touch and frizbee football 
can be played. Floodlights enable use of 
the playing surface at night. 
The Recreation Centre is probably the most 
familiar sporting facility to alurrmi. A wide 
range of sports including basketball, 
voUeyball, badminton, netball and indoor 
soccer is offered, as well as several racquet 
sports. The gymnasium features hydra 
gym and other weight training alternatives 
for those who want to tone up. Fitness 
assessments can also be arranged and 
personalised programs developed. 
Aerobics classes (called Unirobics) are held 
regularly and are graded from easy 
through to tough, and for the fitness 
enthusiast cardiofurUc classes are avaUable. 
If aerobics is not your cup of tea, then 
circuit weight classes might interest you. 
The whole concept of fitness at the 
Recreation and Aquatic Centre is based 
on safe, scientifically based exercise 
designed to cater for individual needs. All 
classes are supervised by the Recreation 
Officer who ensures that every class is 
both safe and relevant to the fitness needs 
of the participants. 
There is something for everyone at the 
Recreation and Sports Association - you 
can also take part in a number of outdoor 
adventure sports or join one or more of 
the 22 sports clubs affiUated with the As-
sociation. For further information 









ON MAY 28 the University held a special graduation ceremony at 
Parliament House, Port Moresby, for 
Papua New Guinea public servants and 
mid-career diplomats receiving the Uni-
versity's Master of Arts (International 
Relations) degree. 
This multidisciplinary program of profes-
sionally-relevant academic studies is 
designed for practitioners and students 
intending to work in international affairs 
- as diplomats or officials of other govern-
ment agencies, in business, the media or 
pubUc affairs. 
Alois Paris Tabereng receives his degree from 
Professor Ken McKinnon, Vice-Chancellor 
The course, unique in Australia (and with 
few counterparts elsewhere in the world), 
was developed in response to a request 
from the Papua New Guinea Department 
of Foreign Affairs. 
Smce the first enrolments in this course in 
1989 the student body has become 
increasingly diverse, including men and 
women from Papua New Guinea, 
Indonesia, other South Pacific Island and 
South-East Asian countries, Africa, the 
Middle East, South Asia, and AustraUa. 
Most but by no means all of the students 
have been diplomats or officials of other 
Dancers at the ceremony 
government agencies actively involved in 
international affairs. 
Vice-Chancellor of the University of 
Wollongong, and President of the Aus-
tralian Vice-Chancellors' Committee, 
Professor Ken McKinnon, presided over 
the ceremony. The University of Wollon-
gong has strong links with PNG in many 
ways. 
Professor McKinnon was Director of Edu-
cation there from 1966-1973; Professor Ted 
Wolfers, Head of the Department of His-
tory and PoUtics and co-ordinator of this 
course, has been an adviser to the PNG 
Government since independence and 
played a role in the drawing up of the 
constitution; and Dr Michael Somare, the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs and former 
Prime Minister, was awarded, together with 
Mr Gough Whitiam and Sir John Gorton, an 
honorary Doctor of Letters from this Uni-
versity in 1989. 
The graduands were John Painap, Dennis 
Renton, Jacob Werenguma Sasingian, 
Belden Sevua, Alois Paris Tabereng and 
Kappa Yarka.The Occasional Address was 
given by Su- Alkan Tololo KBE Hon LLD 
PNG, Hon Dr Tech PNG UOT, Chancellor 
of the Uruversity of Papua New Guinea 
and the Papua New Guinea University of 
Technology. 
At a lunch held in the National Parliament 
buUding after the ceremony, graduates 
presented Professor McKinnon and Pro-
fessor Wolfers with framed, beaten-copper 
panels of Papua New Guinean designs to 
express their appreciation of the University 
and its course. 
WhUe in PNG, Professor McKinnon signed 
agreements on behalf of the University of 
Wollongong for co-operation with the 
University of Papua New Guinea and the 
Papua New Guinea University of 
Technology. 
Renowned dancers at opening of new theatre 
AS WE close for press preparations are 
weU under way for a gala performance 
on October 11 to celebrate the official 
opening of BuUding 40 and the new 
University Theatre housed within U. 
The Governor-General, His Excellency 
the Hon. BUI Hayden AC, wUl deUver 
the Occasional Address at the graduation 
ceremony scheduled in the afternoon 
and vdll officially open the new buUd-
ing later. In the evening visitors and 
guests have been invited to attend a 
gala performance in the new theatre. 
Outstanding national artists, mcluding 
Graeme Murphy and Janet Vernon from 
the Sydney Dance Company, as weU as 
singer Geraldine Turner, have accepted 
invitations to perform. Students from 
the School of Creative Arts wUl also 
participate in the performance. 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
LEARNING OVER THE 
AGE OF 50 
The Australian College for Seniors 
is a non-profit organisation managed 
by Australian universities which 
provides study opportunities for the 
over-50s at tertiary institutions and 
field centres in Australia, New 
Zealand and elsewhere overseas. 
• No exams • No homework 
• No formal qualifications 
• Fully residential 
Australian programs include 
• University of Queensland-
Whale watch at Hervey Bay 
• University of WoUongong-
Australian Literature 
• Australian National University -
Explore your Capital 




• Don Ehanstan's Italy 
• Indonesia 
• Norfolk/Lord Howe Islands 
• East Coast USA/Canada 
plus many more 
Interested for yourself or your 




Please send your free catalogue 
on Australian and Overseas 
Educational Programs. 
Australian College for Seniors 
University of Wollongong 
PO Box 1144 NSW 2500 
OL11/91 
LEADER IN COMPUTER 
SECURITY RESEARCH 
APPOINTED 
PROFESSOR Jennifer Seberry, from the 
Australian Defence Force Academy, has 
accepted appointment as Professor of 
Computer Science from the second half of 
next year. 
Professor Seberry was born in Sydney and 
obtained her BSc in 1966 from the Univer-
sity of New South Wales. Her MSc and 
PhD were awarded by La Trobe Univer-
sity in 1969 and 1971 respectively. 
While Reader in the Basser Department of 
Computer Science at the University of 
Sydney, Professor Seberry started a Cryp-
tography and Computer Security Group. 
This was to be the nucleus for the Centre 
for Computer Security Research which she 
set up when she became Professor and 
Head of the Department of Computer Sci-
ence at University College, Australian 
Defence Force Academy. 
This centre was later to incorporate the 
Centre for Communications Security 
Research supported by Telecom. 
She has been instrumental in bringing new 
research areas to Australia and has 
invented several new areas of combina-
torics. She has also been a PhD examiner 
in Australia, Canada, USA, India, and 
Norway and a grant reviewer for ARC 
and NCERC (approximately $4-5 milHon a 
year). 
Especially interested u\ authentication and 
computer security. Professor Seberry and 
her colleagues have received considerable 
media attention for their ATERB financed 
research into 'anti-hacking systen\s' or User 
Unique Identification. 
Dean of the Faculty of Informatics, 
Professor Sid Morris, says, 1 am delighted 
that we have attracted Professor Jennifer 
Seberry to the Uruversity of Wollongong. 
She is not orUy an international expert in 
computer security, but is a leader in this 
important area. She is a real scholar, with 
over 160 publications including six co-
authored books. 
'Recent advances in conrmiunication tech-
nology and its application have meant that 
the volimie of data commurucation has 
increased greatly. With simUar advances 
in computer technology, provisions for the 
security and reliabUity of data storage. 
processing and communication have 
become of critical importance. 
'With the University of Wollongong 
beconung a leader among AustraUan uni-
versities in telecommunications research, 
U is no surprise that Professor Seberry has 
decided to move here. She is a welcome 
addition to the high-quality researchers in 
the Faculty of Informatics and the Depart-
ment of Computer Science. It is now our 
intention to seek other researchers in 
computer security and maintain our lead-
ership in this field.' 
SIXTH TELECOM-FUNDED 
GROUP ON CAMPUS 
FEDERAL Minister for Science and Tech-
nology, the Hon. Ross Free, announced in 
July that Telecom AustraUa will provide 
$1.01 miUion to the Centre for Information 
Technology Research (CITR) to establish a 
Telecommunications Software Research 
Centi'e (TSRC). 
This centre, directed by Professor Fergus 
O'Brien, Head of the Department of Com-
puter Science, is the sixth Telecom-funded 
operation to be established at the Univer-
sity of Wollongong. 
It will complement the work of the 
Switched Networks Research Centre, 
another Telecom/University centre 
established last year, and four autonomous 
Telecom groups also on campus - the 
Customised Software Solutions Centre, the 
Suppliers Interface Support Centre, the 
Trunk Network Engineering Development 
Group and the National Data Base 
Administration Group. 
The TSRC is to conduct research into intel-
Ugent networkmg, a field in which Telecom 
Australia is already competing strongly at 
an international level. This will have 
important implications in the fields of 
Telecommunication Information Network-
ing Architecture (TINA) and Universal 
Personal Telecommunications (UPT). 
The Minister commented that, while 
developments in communications techno-
logies have been dazzUng over the last 
few years, there remaUri significant ques-
tions that must be aiiswered. The research 
to be undertaken wUl address the funda-
mental reaUty that communications means 
people, not machines, and that by creating 
inteUigent networks, people wUl be able to 
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conununicate wherever, whenever - and 
with whom - they wish. 
The Minister further noted that this is a 
project which Australians can be proud of 
and that congratulations were due to the 
University of Wollongong, its Centre for 
Information Technology Research and to 
Telecom for undertaking research with 






A NEW Chair of Environmental Science 
has been established at the University with 
the assistance of BHP. Mr Grahame Parker, 
Group General Manager of Port Kembla 
Steelworks, and Professor Ken McKirmon, 
Vice-Chancellor, made a joint announce-
ment about the new Chair in June. 
It wiU be known as the BHP Chair of 
Environmental Science and BHP has 
committed $300,000 over three years. 
Mr Parker said the Chair's estabUshment 
would mean a significant boost to re-
sponsible environmental management in 
the Ulawarra and South Coast, and was 
evidence that BHP wished to ensure that 
environmental matters were kept to the 
forefront of community debate. 
'The Steelworks is totally committed to 
environmental improvement as part of its 
Reunion '92 
Former residents of 
Intemational House -
here's the perfect 
opportunity to 
rediscover old friends 
1 7 - 1 9 January 1992 
For further information contact 
Cynthia Halloran, Head, 
Intemational House, 
Uruversity of Wollongong, 
PO Box 1144, WoUongong, 
NSW 2500. 
tel. (042) 29 9711, fax (042) 26 4370 
business plan,' said Mr Parker, adding that 
considerable sums of money are being 
spent on new environment protection 
measures. 
Professor McKinnon said that the Univer-
sity has already allocated substantial 
resources to environmental science. 
'The estabUshment of the BHP Chair in 
Environmental Science will enable the 
University further to develop courses and 
research and to establish stronger links 
with industries and community organisa-
tions, thus promoting more effective and 





THE ELECTRICITY Commission has re-
cently agreed to continue its strong support 
of energy efficiency research at the Uni-
versity of WoUongong. 
Commission General Manager, Barry 
Flanagan, gave the assurance while in 
Wollongong in September to mark the first 
year of the Energy Efficiency Research 
Centre - a joint venture with the Univer-
sity - and to officially open the Centre's 
new $200,0001 OOkw electi'ic motor test bed, 
one of the most advanced in Australia. 
With almost two-thirds of all industrial 
electric power being used by electric mo-
tors, the Energy Efficiency Centre is 
focusing on the performance and effec-
tiveness of electric motors and their drive 
systems. These can now be evaluated with 
the assistance of the new test bed. 
'There is a school of thought that with the 
emergence of the Pacific Power Corpora-
tion, the new corporation to be formed 
from the Electricity Commission, there wiU 
be a move away from energy efficiency 
because of its potential impact on our 
sales,' Mr Hanagan said. 
'The situation is, however, that there wiU 
remain strong economic grounds in main-
taining and even expanding our work to 
promote the best use of our producf. 
State Energy Minister, Robert Webster, said 
he was pleased to see this tangible benefit 
for Australian industry grow from the co-
operation between the Commission and 
the University. 
The broad horizon 




Led by academics, our trips attract 
interested and articulate travellers. 
W e have photo-geo-bio-h is tory 
tours, archi-cultural-geo- photo tours 
... where we discuss everything! 
SAMPLE OF 1991/2 PROGRAM 
JAPAN (with architect/geologist) 
Far off the tourist track, a small bus tour 
from door to door. Japanese architecture 
explained, plus people, culture, natural 
history, July 3-19, 26 Sept to 11 Oct 1992. 
Approx. $2890 ex Tokyo. 
LORD HOWE ISLAND - school holidays 
Geologist/naturalist guide. 14-21 Dec 1991. 
$1220 (flights, accommodation) + food. 
WESTERN USA (with a geologist) 
Visit places of spectacular geologic and 
scenic beauty preserved in the country's 
national parks. All landforms explained. 
Motel accommodation. Transport in 
minivan. 29 Aug to 20 Sept 1992. $2995 
ex San Francisco. 
HOW THE BLUE MOUNTAINS 
FORMED, Jenolan, Kanangra Walls, 
Kowmung River, fire trails by 4WD, two 
nights farm-stay. Nov 15 pm to 17 Nov 
1991 ex Canberra, $230; Nov 22 pm to 24 
Nov 1991 ex Sydney, $195. 
FLINDERS RANGES 
4WD minicoach into lovely hidden valleys 
and world class fossil sites, camping. May 
16-31, Aug 15-30, 17 Oct to 1 Nov 1992. 
$1680 ex Sydney. 
TOP END OF G.B. REEF 
Spawning coral, breeding birds and animals, 
scuba. 24 November to 8 December 1991 
and 1992. $3100 ex Caims. 
1992 TOURS: adding Spain, Iceland, Bali and 
Java, China, 199I's volcanoes, and more. 
Cut and post coupon to: 
Reply Paid 8 (no stamp) 
Dr David Roots 
Australian Academic Tours PL 
12 Sturdee Lane 
Elvina Bay NSW 2105 
Phones (008) 249 762, (02) 979 5540 
Fax (02) 979 5561 




BHP has had a long association with the University of Wollongong going back to when it first 
commenced in 1962, especially in the areas of Metallurgy and Engineering. We need highly 
trained students to meet our technological and human resource needs. BHP and the University 
of Wollongong have been working together in education and technology for a better Australia. 
4^ BHP Steel 
Slab and Plate 
Products Division 
PORT KEMBLA STEELWORKS 
